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AJ?S.TRACT ·, . 
Subj~cts. were giv·en .a .long ~.i'st; of words ··and· requ-.t'red 
. ' Jo. ' 
to· c~rry out· -one of three t-asks: ('1) evaluate lthe · "goodne~s·"· 
' ~ . . '~ . ., . . 
implied by a wo~di · (2) c6de each.word arithmetically accd~d-
·' . 
ing tci the ~rbitrary val~es ~ssig~ed to the vowels ·a, e~ i, 
' o, u, _by the e~perimenter; (3) find a 'rhyme for each wor~. 
wit~n each li~t, ~he ex~er±mental ~ords occurred 2, 3, or 
' • • .!' 
5 _times with spacirs of o, 1; ;2, A, 8, or 16 i terns between· 
r~petitiotis.· In an unexpected judgment of frequency test 
t . . . 
I 
· _giverr ~~ the end 'oj the initial task, it wa~ found that the 
. . 
"' .. . q ~valuation group had the high~st mean judgmen!= and. was most 
·· ~ . . 
'(!11, 1 f!.•'J\ 0 . ' ., 1 • . \ • • "' • • 
· · accurate while the ~<;>ding· '<j'ro~p"' had the- lowest. mean· j'udgment. 
:, 
·Tne 'rhyming group was ·not significan~ly different from .the·. 
-~ 
evaluation group on mean judgment of frequen~y nor from the 
coding - group · ~n ~ccuracy. All double interactions .among the 
. . ' 
'i main fa6tors w~ie ~igni~i~ant· ln ~ fh~ analys~s . ~f the judg- ·· 
ment of f~equen~y ~esults. The effect~ bf both presentpd_· 
-
frequency and spacing· were least pro.nounced 'in the coding 
condition,· while· th~ frequericy x s~acing interaction was du~ 
; ' ·. 
-to a more pro~ounced spacing effe~t at the frequency - a~ 5 
·.than at. th.e t~o; lower levels of frequency. 
\ The three · groups differed among ~hemselves~in number 
. . . 
of .recogni ti?n errors, wi'th t~e evaluation grou'p _ maki'r?-<;f few- · ., 
f;' " 
est errors and the coding group_making ·most.\ The number of 
~·orre~t rec'ogni tions m-ade by a· subject correlateCJ signific'-
. .' . ,· .... . ~~ ' 
a~tly with his -j~dgment of' frequency·. ··The results - require 
. ' 
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: ·. · .. · .. . ·:.: .. ·.-:·of ·any ·mo_de1 .fp:r the ~emori~l represen_~ati~h . o~ event ~e.:. .. 
•. = .. . :_ ·~u~n~y ·th~t· \t ·. inciude ' .t·h~.'~~ife~~~ ~~- ·z:eal< irequen.cy·; ~~vel, 
.• • ' • 
' ' . 
.. 
I : c._ ' 
... 
. '· ., . 
o. 
') 
' · of pr,oce~.siri.~_ <spcici;ng' ; 'and the in't.~ra~tio~~· amo~g ~hese. ' 
. . . . . ·. . . : ~ ~ ,· . . . ' . ' ~ . 
·It . is sugses.ted ·that s~ch .a ~od~J., ·_w!Juld be o.f"_a multiple- ,, 
.: .· ~ .·· · . . . .. · . ~ .. . . . . ' . .. · . . ·. . .• . .- . ·' ' ,,· ' . . . .. . : . .· 
.·. · .. · prO'cess . type ·' with a con·~ept of "de+ived ." strength".· involved· 
" . ' . . . .. . . . 
{n the. retrieval' of. ' infor~ati;n ·· ·c~~berning ', event· ·frequ~nciy · 
,r . .. ' . . . . . ' . . 
ctnd. a' concept -.'Of !'.list ."mar}<ers'" in~olved ,in the·· effect:: ·Of 
·. · .~p~ci'ng. · · 
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INTRODUCTION .. , . 
J ' 
•I ' "' ' '. • • 
The .. ~se.of ·· ]· uaged ·frequen9y as a m·easure ·of memory· 
.. · 
' . 
· perforrn.!'lnce · w.:tt~ ·verbal material has become iri.creasingly 
. popular .airiOI1g. cognitive psychologists . since ·an. important · 
. . ' . . - ' 
. I , ·: . ~ 
s~udy . b~·:.~i~tzman (7969): • . rn the usual expe.rimental paradigm, . . - . 
subject~,;::~re . e~pose~ to · a fairly ·large number of ·words'· one 
. . ' ( 
"at · a t·'ime· f:br 3-4, seconds 
• • • • ' I ' 
.... . . . . . ,, ~ach, · foilowirig which they are · ·. k .··. 
. - ' 
·as~,~ to j~dge the f.r~quency: o..f occur:r:~nce of · each expe,ri~ . 
. ' ~, :j ' . :. . ' ' ' 
mental word (along with some "new" words to \>Xhich . the subjects 
. ~:~r~ .. ~ot ~~posed). . TJ1is can be . classed as · a t~rminal _judg- · 
. J?~ ~ ;. paradigm~ Occasionally a continuous judgment . task . h~s · 
been used (e.g. Begg &' Rowe, 1972) in' .wnich subjects·, as. they : 
. . , . . 
come tQ eac_h. word ' while studying ~tJ:ie list,; judge its .fre- ..... · 
quency of occur.r'ence up to that point • . ' 
The exp~riment ·reported here investig:?-ted . th.e effe.cts 
of three . independent variables upon the jud,grnent ·of. fr.equency 
-. 
-o4 
· in a .terminal task.· The~e . variables were · level · of proces.sing, 
...... 
actual frequency of occurrence, and · lag (the degr~e of· spac-
ing between repeated .. words) . . Briefly~ .the subjects were \ : 
' required to. process the .experimental words · in one 'of three 
• J ' • • ' , 
. ~ • . • • . 1 
incidental tasks, which . were a~sumed . to induce· different 
' • ' • • • ·• ' • (1 
levels of processing. Following 'this they were ·-:unexpectedly 
~asked ' .to judge . how 'often each \:lOrd .in . a ·test · li.st' had ·appeaied· . 
' , ' , • 1 ~ 1 I • 0 
. ' . . 
The experimental words app~ared · either . 2, ·., . · : duri~C] .the task. 
' ' . . 
·3 or '5 times each d~ring the ~ask and the ~umber. of i tems 
\ . 
int;:erven i ng between repe.ti tioris co, 1, ·2, 4, a., or 16l varied . 
,. • .. . 
.. 
• , 
.· . 
-.·. 
. 
' ' ' 
~ . . 
t, ', 
. ~ -· .. 
, . : 
. -' 
. ' . \ 
' ' 
"' 
.: . . 
2 • . 
,.· 
0 • • •• J 
. :. ' . 
. prtpogonally with; leve~ of present~d freque~cy. . Bef61l' 
' giving'. t~~· predictions . made prior to : the exp.er~ment, ·,t·~ ·. 
. .· . ' : . . . . . .( 
introduction will · explor~ current theoretical 
. • " • . ~ Jl;ki . . '· 
' ' 
upo.n the rel,evant· variables. 
views . touching ·._ ·. ... ~- . 
. . . . ·.• . \ . 
· . . 
. ... 
.. 
Memorial Representation ·of Frequency 
; 
. i 
~ . ' ·.Ho~. _is frequency· represented in memory? . . Hintzman . . 
' .. ' 
· ... 
and Block ( 1971 i . prese~ ted two h~potheses, 
. · s.trength view which · states that :-the effect 
one ·. being a . t.:a~e:- ·. · \ · · · ·· .. 
of '-.,repetit.ion of . . · ,. · 
. . . . . 
an -event is itO increase the .strength ·Of: a $ingle memory tr_ace 
reptt:-es.enting· ·~hat eve~<t . . A~~or~li-ncj ·t ·o thi·s ·view, . ~ne ~hould ·." ·-
. only have evidence for the cur~ent . state of th'e memory trace . -'0 ·, ... 
. . . - . . -- ·: :· . ~ ' 
and .· shoult9. n.ot be : abl~ to m.ake- judg~enhs con~e~nin~ past. 
. . . . . . . 
·states or. individuai ·presentation~ of the event. The se!=!ond 
' . 
. . . 
hypothesis put' !'?:rward by· Hintzman· .and· B~ock ·r~ . the mult.iple.:. :· 
, • , 
l 
trace hypothesis~ whicry stat.es th~t . ·each repe·ti t;ion; '?f an . 
event produces a: different ·trace, related to but.odi~crimin·able 
o' • 
• • • + ' 
· · from other tr~ces .of the same event. .Th~y· g_av~ evidence 
from three expex:fments which . showed that . -~,ub'j~cts ~ 'di~-- . 
. · . 
. criminate between· different occurrences of the same ' stimulus ' 
~o a · signi/fcant :,xtent. Therefcir~ . .±t appea~s _ :that~ of t:he 
· two hypotlie$es·, t~e multiple-trace one is to be pref~r~t;!d ~ 
Ancl'erson an,d Bower (1972) have postul·ated : a · ~ecog-
. . 
( ·ni tion mechanism which incorporates the ·rnultiple . ..:tr.ace view. · .. 
. . . ~ . . . 
They s~ggest that; . when a word occurs within · a s~uqy lis!, 
. . ~ - . . . 
·a · list marker, which sun\rnar~zes the context in- which the 
II . 
~ord 'is'·. presented~ '.is at~ached to tl1e "m~mory . no¢le 11 cor~esp-
ondi'ng tb that word . . r:o'r each repe~ition .of--that word, a . 
.• ' 
., 
·. c 
{ 
~ . 
j ) . -
. \'). '·). ,·. 
\,d;:l\~ . 
(;H • . 
' . . 
. :. ~'-
.· 
·'' 
'· · . 
-·. 
. · 
- · t 
' 
. . . 
. ' 
-·· 
.. 
.. . 
·3. 
n 'ew list rnar):cer is· atta~ed ~0 · the n!od'e. This model can be . 
' •t I • 
·~:·· used ._to accQ'Ilnt for judg~ents_ · o 'f frequency (JOF). . ·Subjects . 
. . requi~~d. to make such . judgm~~t~.· c~n :co.unt'. the number of. li'st 
0 
·: . 
'markers atta~he'd . t~ ~he mem~ry node 'in · que·s.~ion • . 'sub.jects · ... . !
will, . o·f ·cours€,. ~ake errors in bqth, the ' att.achment .. a'nd: ·· . 
, . 
.. 
·. 
, . . . . 
. . 
.re.trieval -of li_st markers but Anderson and Bower . nonethel7ss -.. . 
P.redi_ct a linear rela~~nship between judged . and ac'tual <' 
f reqlien_ci:'.. ·. pnderwo.od , · z ill'\Il}erman , . and · Fre_und ~ 19 71·) f oun'd : . 
· . a relationship b.etweeri actual and judged frequency · _which was 
.approximately ·~inear and t'tt.i,.s . has -been · cited by . Anderson 
· .. an-a'Bo~er a~ evidelice ~!] su~port· ·o~ . t!1'e · application · of. their · 
• , ; . i 
mod~l to JOF tasks. 
'· · .. : ·r~-, .. _.re.~ent revi.ew ·_of 0 the · fre9uency·. ·judgment 1iter-
.. · ·i ·:ature,. Howell. (1913-~), rnent~o~s : two · mo;e . po~sib,le .hypothes~s 
. 
·· · ·---regar.ding the r~presentatio_ R o~ even't frequency in memory . . · · 
. . ) · . . . - . \ 
. . One . l.S the view that .both trace strength· and · m~mber 'of traces 
,. . ,. 
· accumulate c¢ncurr~ntl_y, a~ 'idea which -he . .- calls the mul tipie-
. •process hyp~thesi... . The·, ~trength. of. a : mOinory trac . .;,· :~.,; .·a j 
word. may b~ . kelate~ --to-th~ freque-~c;· of th~~ . word in t~~ ··. 
\. . • • • 0 
. . 
. 
·, ' 
\' 
\ 
s·ubjectc. s ·linguisl:ic - ~~perie~ce.,.whil~ th~ nuinb'er · of ·~r~ces 
• • ' • • • • . .. . , : 1 
. . . 
~ay ·,be related tb the frequency . of oc~u~rerl'be in . the . · .Eixp~ri-
. A va~iation . of · . ~h~-~ypothe.sis is- ~hat of . mental · situation. 
, l . 
Underwood (1_9~9a) · wl:lo · sugg·ested .that ·s·it:uational : fr~quency ·. 
: . . . ; ' ' 
.is one of several :.attributes of ~ern<;>rY~ Underwood . does·. no't 
.. . 
. present. a c;:lear view ·of h·is c~ncept of_ trace ' strength ·.but 
implies that it '.is . the sum of the values of ·_the stored 
. . . . . . . 1: . . 
attributes. 
. . . 
'I 
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.\ 
\ . 
. \ 
. • .. 
' -.. 
·, 
.. 
. , 
. . . 
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-, · 
• I 
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.. 
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. The other· possibility p~t fo"rward by . Howe11· is >ttha~ · 
I . ' . , . , . 
. the · .subj ·~·cts\:m~rely ciount·_ th~ . 'n~mbe~ c;!' ,o~9u~ren~e.s . o( each - . 
, . ' • •, 1 • • I • , 
. • . 
. . . 
.. . 
:j.tem . .:i.n the · .study -list.".· This seems to 'be done ih a con-
. ., . 
" · 
. . 
:t'inuous judgnient pacadigm' ~h~~e Begg and Rowe ,rH -.?7 2) .. and 
• . . . M' .. . ' • . • 
Begg (19;,4) .- .f·o~nd - ~h~t , the · ~e~ia.ri judgme_nts m~de . by . subjec.t:; , · _ 
. . . . ~ . . . " .. ' . . .. . . ~ 
. ·. 
. I' 
·. 
. ... 
\ .. 
·were nearly perfect.. One · might also expec~ the use: .of a ·.: · . 
' . 
count.ing procedu~e when "t:he sp:bj ects in a :t;:-erminal' judg~ent 
task are led · to expect a JOF test . . However ·, such does not 
. . · r 
. . . . 
~· .... ., ... ..... · ... ' ·~·.: 
• • • 0 ' . 
··, . 
' . . . . 0 . t ' • • 
. seem to - be the cas.e. · Begg (1974) ·gave 's9ine· subjects a · tern;~ 
. . ' ·. ' . . ~ ' . . . . 
. . -· . ' ' .. 
inal_ JOF t .est fo.l,.lowing a~. con:tinuous test while o:ther subj~cts· 
' . 
had only -an expected terminal test . 
: : ~ . ' ' . . . . ... 
If . thesEi-two ·groups used · .:. · .. · ·. 
' . 
. . 
• . . ·· Similar · Strategie.S 1 One W~Uld .e\cpeCt Simil~r reSU1 tS On the 
' 'o ' • ' .1 o 0 • ' ' • • .. I • ' ' \. ' o 
.' 
' 
.. · 
' 
. \ 
~ ' .'· . 
' 
. . . ' ~ 
·terminal ·t~sts·. The ~esul ts showed that thos~ .subjects . who 
• ' ' ' • , • ' # • • • • ' • • • .. 
·. -:-. '. · . 
had the in~ tial' continuous tes·t judged c~nsid~rii~ly : mo.~; . _:.. . ' 
closely to the . ?Ct?al· frequ~n<!!ies ·of occu;rence , than .-di~ ·te 
SUbjeCtS given Only , the .terminal. teS~ 1 . S,Uggesting'· ... tpat' t~e .. 
. . . ~ 
. . , . . .. · . . . . 
latt~r· . were···'nC?t. us .. ing a . courltlng strategy.. ,.Also · Howell SJ~. 
. . ' . . 
. . . . ~ . .. . . --
, . . (197 3b) "found that j}ldgments 'of frequency we:r;e pot afte~t.ed ; j\ 
,. • • t • • .. • , 
. . when ·. the, su~~cts' were told to expect a pecall 'ta'sk.as_ ~pose_? · . 
I , 
. t~ . a JOF. ~ask~en for a: }..is~ contai.ni'~g o!ll_y : ten.different 
. . . ~ 
· words. .This independ~nce ·of ·se~ is ~ fu_t:ther indication tha~ 
c,. .0 "' · 0 
·cOttnting is not a . p.J;_evale·nt ·st:r:ategy _i(l terminal .JOF tests, 
.whether these are expected or not~ 
. ' 
· Of the fou·~ hypothes_es T!lent~oned, ·most ·_evidence 
· favours either the multiple-t~ace. or mult.iple-proce;ss . vfew. _.·. 
. ... 
. A- . ' . . . . 
·Howe~er, ·none of · them accounts, w1.thout ·some -modi£ ication, 
• , , e r ~ , 
· . .. . 
for a majqr ,,ernplrica'r po~nt made . by _Be~g · (1974), name l y th.at· 
' ~ 
: ~ 
.. 1.,..,.,,. ~ 
·, ,., ·, . ·' 
- . t , 
" 
. . . ,. 
. ... .. 
' ' . 
._,., . 
.  .
• 
. I 
.... . 
I • ; 
0 
.. 
q_ 5 .''· . 
. 0 
a comparison of. s~ve'rai studies sho~s an· interesting' phen-
. . . . . • . . . . .. ·... . ' . \ 'l[ ~ . 
. omenon between ~esented_ and judged ·frequenpy such 'that· 
_... . . . . . 
.. . 
c. 
·. those · i't.~ms occurring few otimes are overestimated · while 
,· ' 
' . . ..... . 
• those occurring _rela.tively often are underestimated. Q Which . .... · 
. . . . . . .· 
i terns: 'are ' ovEj~est'imated_ .and ·which .. are. und~rest,l.m.ated depends, ' 
. • 0 . • .. • 
not <u'pon th~l.'J:". absolute: freque~cy of occurr~·nc'~-: ·in .the study 
0' • • • • .; •• • 
' Q i'ist·; 'bu.t upori their ·rela(ive frequency of occurrence • . Begg 
' ., o • • ·~ · 4· f 
.suggests a 'sort of "regre's ·sion· to 'the mean" hypothesis to 
. . . . . . 
. . . . . 
terminal task form a not~ori 
·' 
of· the overall mean f:r:equency • 
. q ·n 
_The f~equencles of indivi~uai 
'· 
o·f the e~perime!htal .words. 
. . . 
words ~re the~ judg~d on the basis df thi s n~tion, i.e. t .he 
~- . ·• . 
~ub;j~~c:ts asses.s n.~ ft:equ~~cy of .each w9rd on th~ b~sis of 
' its judged deviation from ·.the· overall me·an. 
. 0 . 
The deviations,. 
. · ,{-
are judged cpnservati~ely, · however, subh that those words 
.. occur~ing ie~s than the mean nUmber of time's '. are ove~~stimated 
.. whife .. those oc'~urring mo~ than the me~n number of times are 
: ' . ' 
underestlmated·. ' · ~ . '(I 
I. 
ThereTs" some evidence for this .view. · Begg '(197.4) 
that are close 
. • . • . 1 ' . 
that subjec.ts do form overall . mean judgfrients 
.. ~ .... :_ . •. .. . 
to the ·true overall' meab. Furtherr:nore, on a 
. '• 
.. found eyidence 
\ r • 
terminal J9F .test; there was clear o~erestimation of th~se 
. . ,, 
.words -~ppearin.g . relatively few time~ . and· clea~ underestimatio~ ... . · 
. . . . ' 
. t . . 
~f those ~o~d~ appearihg relatively o~ten. .In ·addit~on, 
.· . m.~d~rwood ·et . ~i~ (i97·1,; f~u~d tha~ over a peri~d of a ·we~k 
. . . 
. . . ' 
..... •. ~.ub]ec\s reta\n an accurate judgment of' the overall mean but 
~~he . m~,h judg~ents of word~ occurting' at 'diffe:vent .frequenci.es ... . 
. · 
·./ 
___...-: . 
'• ' . • 
.· 
. . 
. 
.· 
.. 
. . 
. ~ I 
6. 
'··· 
. · . ·. approach.' cl.oser . to that--t;nean: during the -I>eriod; 
.· 
·,. 
::\ . il 
Ho;,_eve;, · the ~~"regres~.ion. to · the mean" hypothesi~ 
may - hav~ to ·be m6~ifie~ {tself ·or restricted to c~~es.of 
.· ." 
' intentional 'learning. Rowe ·_ and· ·Ros·e . (1974) condupted a 
' . - ' 
., 
terminal JbF ~~st for a list df words presented 2, 3~ or s· 
' • ~- . 
times · at different levels· of iag ·. unde~· three. ·J-n~truptional · 
. . 
·c'ondit~ons '(see Appendix /(). An intentionally· instruc.~ed 
_group were t9ld td remember! how often each ·word appeared, 
0 
· a nbn-specific~lly instructed . group wer~ ~erel~ " told to·study 
• ' I 
the wo~d~ for a forthcoming ~emory test;. while a~ -~n~identai 
. . . ' . . . 
. • ' 
·groUp were ~old to rate th~ wor~s on a dimension of "strength"~ · 
• • ' ' I • • • ' • 
The d~ta for this experiment are shown ' ln Figure 4. The 
' . . 9 
incide~tai group, which did not expect ~he JOF test, gav~ 
· .. the highest mean . judgments and furt;hermore· overestimated 
. 
each _leve~ ?f frequency. · .The ~ther ' two groups did confoim 
generally to th~ overestimation-und-erestimation ·pattern; 
- . . 
although their overaLl me~n judgments differed ~ 
' • • • II' : ' ' , , • I 
The ·mean 
for the int-ent-ional . group was. almost exactly equal to the-
true overall mean frequency while that for the non-specific. 
. . - . . 
~ioup was.significantly lower th~n that for the intent i onal 
. . 
·group. 
On balance then it appears that the best current 
modei ·of the :m'emor'ial r e presentati.on . of event frequency in 
a termin~l paradigm . is one ofo the multiple'-trace or. muitiple-:" 
' I ' • \ 
process variety, but with certain modification~ required - ~o 
~ccqunt for the empirical relationship between actual and· 
jUdged frequencies.~£ occurrence.· The nature 6£ these 
. . 
~ -
. ' 
) _: 
·. 
r 
7. 
modifications will remain a myste.ry ' · however, until more 
. . . 
empirical data is forthcoming. · The results of Rowe and Rose 
(1974) show tha~ - the."regression · to . the mea~" hypothesis 
may tie re~tricted ~o intentional lea~ning. But even in 
inte,rrt.ional cases, . the evidence is based upon inter-
experimental ~omparisons whereas a . real test 0of the hypothe.sis· 
' .. ' . 
I . 
requires·an intra-exp~rimental co~parison. 
• . ... ·., 
. . 
As for incidental ~earning, we do not have even 
. . 
. cross-experimental comparisons since Rowe and Rose (1974) 
. were ~he first to use an incidental learning paradigm with . 
a JOF task. What this experim.ent did show is that judged 
• I . 011 
fre~uency d~~ends upon pre-test task instructions. Wheth~r 
~· 
for an inci~l task it also depends upon the overall_mean 
· prcsente~ _ fr~quency has yet to be tested~ If such dependence 
·.• 
is not found, then two explanafions ~ay be nece~~ary, one 
for int~ntional and ~ne for incidental learhing .. ·In any 
event, the existing- models ·will have to be modified • 
. 
The Spacing Effect 
The spacing effect refers to the i~crease in memory 
p~rf~rmance as · the level of lag _or spacing . betweeri repetit7 
. i~ns . of a~ item · ~ncreasesJ It is an ubiquitous phenomenon,· 
being found not only in · JOF tasks (e.g. Hintzman, 1969) but 
~ also in studies requi,ring pair~d-associate l ,earning (Gr~eno, 
._: . ..,-
1964), recognition (Hint~man & Bloqk, · 1970),· and free re- . 
call (Melton, ~970) .. The materia~s used have included non-
se~~e .-sylla~s (Kintsch, 1966) , . words (Hintzrnan, 1969b} , 
~ . 
sentences ·(D'Agostino & DeRemer, 1973), an-d pictures (Hintzman j, 
& Rogers, 1973) . • 
-. 
. ' 
~\ 
'· 
' ' . 
() 
:~ 
·, 
8. 
Hintzman (i974) . has presented ·a lucid review of 
several hypotheses that hav~ been proposed to explain the 
. . . . 
spacing effect. The hypothes,es 
' . 
can be roughly divided into 
~\ • o!J.' 
tw9 categories, those involving voluntary control processes 
and those involving involuntary processes. An example of 
n the former ~ould be the differential r~hearsal hypothesis. 
Thi.s vi7.w states that memory perfor~ari.ce . is b.etter. at longer 
lags. b~c;ause ··a word· repeated with. several items inte~vening · 
. . ' 
betwe~ri.the repetit~d~s-~eceives more rehear~als th~n one 
.. , 
repeated with few or ·,no intervening items. Such ·differential 
rehearsal was found by Rundus (1971) who also showed that· 
rec~l?""'~tivelY corr~lated with -rehearsal, ~t le_as~ up· 
to a spa~ing of ·four items. Differential rehearsal may be · 
6 . 
sufficient to produce an increase in memory· performance over 
lag but it certainly is not neCE?Ssary. If it were, then t "he 
subjects given intentional learning instructions in the ~fore-
mentioned study by Rowe and Rose {1:9.74) would have shown a 
lar~er effeqt of spacing than the incidental group. Howe~e~, 
as.Figur.e 4 shows, . the reverse was the case. 
The explanation of the spacing ,~e f.~"'"'Jt currently.· 
favouke~ by most invest~gators . (although not by Hintzman) i~ 
the variable encbding hypoth~sis. Briefly, it states that 
"' the same stimulus event can be encoded by a · subject in 
. . . " different ways · and that the probability o{ encod~ng a repeated 
item in diff~r·ent forms i nc.rease as the lag between repet-
i tions. increases • . Further, the more different · forms ·of 
o"' encoding that there are, · the greater is the probability of 
~ . 
r 
(' 
" : 
\ 9. 
~etrieving at least one.· This explains why ~~call and re-
' . 
·.cognition incre~se with incr~~ses in laga However, judg-
ments of frequency also incr~ase over lag. If th~ variable 
encoding · hypothesis is correct, ~he variable encoding must 
also · increase tne probabili~y of retrieving all list markers, 
since this is the requirement of a ~OF task. 'Thus this 
,· ,hypothesis not only .. is an explanation of . the lag eftect but 
also enables one to predict that yaiiable encoding i~posed 
' "' u~an subjects · sho~ld lead to increased .performance in recall, 
...... . 
r'ecognition, and .more accura.te judgments of frequency. 
" As Hin.tzman (197-4) . points <?Ut, one · of the di~ficulties . 
with the var~able encoding hypothesis is its ambiguity. It 
can be (and h.as be·e~ taken. a.t ~i ther of two levels·, semantic 
and ~on~semantic. When taken at the semanti~ level, it 
means. that subjects ha've a tendency to encode th~ same word 
· ~ith different meanings if there is a relatively long lag . 
between repetitions. ~hile there is some ·evidence that 
a · 
subjects . do encode discretely · pres~nted words in a semantic 
fashi~n (Ligh~ & Carter-Sobell, 1970), there is no .direct 
• . 
..... evid'ence that repe!'ated words are encoded differentially at 
relatively long lags. Ho~ever, some investigators have 
~eliberately ma~ipulate~ the sem~ntic c6ni~xt 1 of the ex~eri-
mental words by presenting them .in phrases during the· study 
trial. If the var~able encod~ypothesis is correct· at ·~ 
the semantic level, then forcing the . subjects . to encode tpe 
experimental w~rds differ~ntially by presenting .repetitions 
of the words in diff~rent semant~c . contexts should e .liminate· 
. .. 
' 
.. 
D 
. . 
·~.'· 
... :. 
., .:· • 
·. 
.. 
. . 
10 • 
the .lag· effect . and ~increase the overall level of pertformance. 
·.: • • '• '!l •• 
.This has been done in seve~l experiments involving .reca~l 
. ~ 
but the results have not been ·coris!stent and ,in some in-
.. y 
stances have depended upon the opresence or absence· of cues 
. ' . ' 
,' 
' • 
on the recall trial (e.g. Madigan, 196.9). ' One experiment 
. '• 
' . 
which did eliminate the .lag "~ffect· i~ a c;liffereritial .encoding 
paradigm and . increased the ,' probat)ili"ty of recall dramati~qlly 
was that of Gartman ~md Johnson .. (1972),. I:Iowevex:, 'this study 
is un~sual, · n?t ~nly for the l~rge effect ~ound ~i~~ dif~er-
• ' 
- ' 
ential encoding, but also . for i~s · procedure which employed 
. -
relqtiv~l; ' f~w exi?erirnental . items ~hose· ~emari~i~ cont~xt~ 
<> 
were set by the items preq~ding them in'. the ~i~t and not by · 
phrases. 
t ' • ' A 
In a JOF para~~grn, . Rowe (1973a,b) employed homonyms .. 
in re~eated. phras~s and·di~ferent-rneaning ~hrrses. sl~ce · 
lag .~as r~ndornised in these studi~s, they she~ ~~ . light on 
the tpac~ng effect but Rowe <;lid find a decrease in me~n JOF 
wi'th different-=meaning items relative .to 'same-meaning ones~ 
' . \ ,. 
·which is contr~ry to the prediction based upon the differ-: . 
' . . . 
. entiai encoding hypot:hesis. 
·Taken on ·a nO'n-sernantic level, ·variable encoding 
can be depicted by the model of Anderson and Bower (1972) • 
. T.hey conceive of a list . marker as a bundle of · contextual CUeS 
· w~iGh accompany the_ presen~ation of a word · {including o~e 
·which states that the word is ' a member of the set of words 
def inln;'th~ list) . · When the . repetitions of a word are 
. . . ' 
success~ve oi ~e~~ly so, ~hen the ~qntextual cues in the 
succeeding list markers are very similar such that· the list 
. ' 
. f 
t. . 
.. 0 
,, 
' I' 
. \ 
• I 
~ · 
··1L . 
'. ' ,. :. . 
' ', 
-markers ''overlap".· This is schematiied in Figh~e , I~a) · 
. , ' 
' ~ 
and in such' sitU:atio'ns it would be difficult 'to discr.iminat~ .'-
all list markers. Hence the judgments of · frequen·cy at shoit 
' ' . . -
. . 
lags would be low. With· longer lags between rep~titions, 
; the c6ntext~al cues:acc~mpan~ing each present~tion ~ould 
' •J ' • 
have.less overlap, thus p~od~cing more discriminab+e list 
markers.- This situation is schem~tized in Figure l(b). As 
• • ' I . ' 
point~d out by Hintzman (1974~A~ one of the ~roblems with · 
, I • l ··, ' < • • ' 
' • ' · : I • • 
the varia.bie encoding hypothesis at the non-seman-tic level 
is that th~ characteristlcs · of the ~ue~ ha~e yet to be 
establishe~ . . They . do hot include .di~ferences in modality 
. ' . . 
. c 
;since such differen't:es do not : attenuate· the l~g effect · . 
. (H.intzmap, .Block, & .Summers,· 1·973). The results of Gartman ~ .. 
. and Johnson (19~3) might lea4 one to suspect. that lis_t con- · 
text is · a tontributing factor. Hintzman (19741 re~6rts a 
hitherto unp~b~is~ed · study· in which the exp~ri!flenta_l .'word~ . 
. .. ' · . . 
• • A , " • ., 
were repeated ~n the same · list . context in on~ condit~on or 
. ' "" • 
. ' 
in dif~ferent contexts in another. condition and did find ·a . 
· . sli"ght . but sign~f~cant . ~ff~c't ~f .context ~pon JOF. . However, 
, , I 
·· jud9ments were highe~ in the ·same context · condition and ·this 
' . . . 
is contr~ry to the differ~ntia1 encoding, hyp6thesis (c.f . 
\ 
Rowe, l973a',b) . ·l ' 
·. trtie· variable encoding hypothesis, at least ·at the 
semantic level, ,is another member of th_~ class o'f explan- · 
ations of· the lag effect involving voluntary processes.. . An 
' . 
,example of an explanation' involving .inv-oluntary. proce._s'ses is 
the consolidation hypothesis which states that ·,_ if a word 
,, 
' ·. 
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is ~epeated before ~ci, memorial representation 
·· ·· · · · ~ · · 
of its first 
occurrence is consolidated, . then the memory of the fir'st 
., 
occurrence is weak. Thus memory performance for . events 
.~epeated at short lags is low .b~cause ,~ncoding or storage 
• r 
·Of initial presentations is poor. However, Hintzman et al. 
(197i) gi~e evidende that ·the locus of the l~g effe~t lies . 
. . 
nqt with the initial presentations but with retr{eval of 
13. 
. r later 'ones. 
. . 
· Although Hintzman and his co-w;orkers ·foun·d evidence 
. . \ . 
a9a~nst the consolidation hypoth~sis; he does f~vour. an ex-
.. 
planation involving involuntary P.rooesses. 
I . 
His · view, whi.ch · 
he. calls an habituation ·.hypothesis, is that when a stimulus 
. ~vent occurs, ~ts m~morial representation 'becomes habituated. 
. . 
or a.dapted, 'i.e.- i .ts threshold for ·re-.acti vat ion is raised. · 
1 ' . 
Recovery fro~t1 this -habituation l:>egins as soon as ·the stirnu.lus. 
I ' 
... 
If a · second presenta~i9n of the . ceases but it takes time . 
· : . stiml,llu~ . ..- event occur-s b~fore recov,ery is. coJplete , . then 
' . . . . . . 
' I ' I • 
. encoding and ~ribsequent retention of that second presenfation . : 
. . . 
~ 
will he poor; . Hihtzman expands this idea .to state two irn""' 
. . 
·; plications concerning the role Qf rehearsal. First, ·rehearsal . ~aintai~s: habituation an«'hence Efnharic.es the lag effect. 
. . 
Hintzman concluded from a survey o'f sever.ai studies that the 
. ' 
lag effect gerierally · occu~red when a repetition carne within 
• \..o.. • ·~ • 
" . ' . 
15 seconds of the preceding _presentation of a word. Howev~r ·; 
. most of : these . studies (including his' own) u~ed ·non-specific . 
. I 
· instructions. Where specific instructions are · used~ one 
. t 
. twould expect a . spa·cing ef1;_ect over · a longer time interval 
,, 
1 . 
!. 
. ~ 
,. 
' · 
. .. \ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
. \
' I 
because there should be more rehearsal. The second 
( 
. . . 
~ 14. 
,. 
. ,, 
"cbrollary" states that, when rehearsal does not: occui, . 
recoyery shpu~d depend only upon time. 
. ,, 
.. The experiment by Rowe and . Rose (1974) has important 
~ear .:hng·s ~p~n the ~a~:i tuation lypothesis·. 
4 (Appendix A) ·shows that the non-speci~lc 
0 · 
A· glance 
• g:roup h_ad 
at Figure 
a tend-
four, which ·' J.n t' ency to produce peak judgments at .a lag of 
that experiment occurred at a time interval of 16 se.conq.s 
. I '· 
and corresponds . well to Hintzman' s limit of 15; seconds for1 
the spacing effect. The specific group, who. might be ' assumed 
. . . . 
I ' 
. ' 
tq rehearse more than the non-specific one, did show .a. pro-
: ~ . 
. . 
longation of the lag effect,. at least fo.r items pre~ented fi_ve· 
• • I 
times. The fact . that the incidental group showed a ~ spacing 
effect also sup~orts the general view that this:effect i~ 
du~ to ·.involuntary pro_ce_~sej- . . However, the· finding that the 
incident-al . group· sl;lowed · th~ greatest and most prolonged effect 
of spacing goes against the two implications of Hintzman's 
habituation hypothesis because, according to il, · the most 
. · 'prol6nged. lag effect should have been shown by the _g~o~p 
I· . . 
whose instructions· would indue~ the greatest amount .of · re-
. J 
• . 
. hears~l.\·~nst~ad it was shown . by the group whose instructions 
should ·have induced · little or ·no' rehearsal. se.condly, the 
. . -
reiults for the incidental group show that, when rehear~al 
does not occur, the lag · eff'ect .depends not only upon time · 
but also upon the level of presentation frequency~ 
f 
., 
l . 
.. 
To su~arize, the spacing effect is explained by most . -
. . 
i~vestigators as due to :differential encoding at the semantic 
, 
level. 
\ Ho~ever, there are at present ~~pirida~ findings -
t .h.at are ~nconsistent .,\-1ith this · hypothesi~. Hintzman (1974) 
argues _ that hypotheses _involving involuntary processes need ' 
consideration and he proposes that the spacing effect is due 
to adaptati'on or habituation of the memorial ·representation 
of·a. ~ord. ___ ·T~e ~xpe~~~nt. by Ro~e and Rose (19.74) supports \ 
in principle the view that the spacing effect .. is dcie · to 
, 
involuntary proce~s~s but it~ does not suppor_t specifically 
the habituation hypothesis. 
The Present Experfment 
• 1 
\ . The ~xperiment reported here extended ~~e stu~y by 
. Rowe and Rose (1974) by examining the effects of f~equency 
and lag up~n. judgments of frequency· under three types of 
incid~n.ta.l in~tructions, designeq· .-to · induce different -levels 
of_ p~ocessing of the presented words. The concept of "level 
of processing_n stems from craik and Lockhart (i972). They · 
· postulate a . hier~rchy . of processing stages :involved in the 
' encoding ·o~ verbal material, begi,nning with awareness ·of 
stimulation .th::-o~g_h le~els of · perceptual analysis to" wha_t 
) has t;'adit i onally been ~alled short-term memory and long-teiin memory. The . implicat~·on is that _the depth of a level of 
processing varies directly w{th--the degree 6f co9nitive or ... 
s~mantic analysii. Furthermore,. memory trace persistence · 
, I · - • - • ~ ../ .. 
. . is assumed. to be a posi t 'l:ve f1,.m'ction of depth ?f processing. 
Level of process i ng was included as a. variable in 
. . 
this . e~periment in order to e'xamine its effect upon 9'0F . in 
J . 
· interaction with presented frequency and lag. One purpose 
.. 
-: 
.... . . 
... ., .,. 
iJ 
\ 
·' 
,· 
... 
16 . . · 
of . the ~xperiment · is to corroborate the fipding by --~owe. ·and 
. R9s·e · (1974) · .. that certain 'ihcidenta_l tasks lead 'to a pro-
•\ 
·1ongation of the lag effect and to high levels of memory. 
-·· 
performance. As mentioned .. earlier, the incidental group 'in 
'!:hat ~xperiment had to· rate each word for degree · ot: ." stren<j'th." • 
. . 
. To carry put such a task, the subjects must consider . the · 
COI{AOtative meanings of eac~ word. and hen~e semantic 'process-
• . 
ing is involve_d. If _the levels of groc'essin,g view is correct, 
then it. seems t_!lat t~e incidental group processed the wor.ds 
t-o a deeper semantic .level than the two intentional · groups, . J . . . . 
since they · produced the .grea~er judgments. Furthermore, ·it 
seem·s that .~he ~~~ effect. is _enhanced, not necessarily by 
iehearsal 1 ·bu~ · by de~per pr~cessing. 
· The present experime11t "attempts a direct test of t 'his 
.hypothesis by using three incid'ental -tasks~ This· was con-
sidered . to· be . an impor·tant modification: of the' earlier .ex-
."' 
·· periment from the 'conceptual viewpoint of l~vel of proceksing 
because there is more e~perimental _control with incidental 
. . 
.. . learning than with intentional learning. · . ,one gl?oup (the 
·' 
. evaluat.ion group) was ask~d to evaluate each . word in the list . 
· . for its i~plied "goodness", a second group (the· .rhyming group} 
was .· asked ·to find· a rhyme for ea_ch experimental word, w~ile 
the. ·r~m'i:lining group (th~ coding group) had to code· ~ach word · 
arithmetically .according to - value~ ~rpitrarily ass~gned to 
vowels by the experimenter. · Since. the evaluation of "goodnes,s"-
a~d ~he. evaluation of ."~,}r~ngth" are simi~ar . s~mantic tas~s, 
it was predicted that tide JOF ·results ror tJ:le evaluation group 
.· , . . . . I .. 
• I 
'. 
• 
.o 
·' . 
... ·' 
C:.., . 
. •.. , I • 
.. . 
• 1 ' , 
... 
' 
I ' : 
... \· : 
. . . 
. . \ :·  
' , 
'17 . 
. here would 'be v~ry . simila~ to those for ·the '·incidental group 
,.-
of Rowe and R6se ..(1974)· •· 
If .. freqdency judgments are af.fected b~ the .. level o~ 
proces~ing , ·. the coding . group shou'!d ... pr~duce low·er judgmentj3 
. . . . . . . . . 
than the eval~at.io.n · ·group. R~we (197.4) has· ·recently sugges:ted 
. '·that- fr'~quency· judgment.s decr~ase · 'with . a' non-~emantic as 
• , ' .. • " .; 0 • • .. • • 
·. compared' to a sremantic level of pr.oc,essing . and the same' -
result w~s expe.cted -here. ·· The rhyming group, ~hose ~ev.el of 
processing is ·assumed to be int.errne'diate bet~een the oth~r .. · 
two, should produce .frequency judgments of an inte'rm~diate·: 
-
t? 
.value • 
<" . 
. As. alFea~y stated,' ·the j ·udgments for the evaluatioJ?.· 
group should c6nform closely ·to thos~ f6r the incide~tal · 
. . . . . . . . ·.; . 
.... ' 
· group c;)f Row.e ·and · Rose ( 19 7 4 }'o They should then show . a lar'ge 
·effect of ~pacing~ If the assumption .. concerning. the depth 
' of p~ocessing of': .th~ rhyming . ta~k is ~or~ect a~d if·· the lag· . 
. ~ffect is in fadt enha~ce~ ~y deeper·p~ocessin~, then ~e 
s~ould -expect the evaluation group · to ' exhibi~ the .greatest 
• 1 • • • . 
" 
effect of spacing. with the . coding group ' showin~ the. least. 
. . . 
effect and the rhyming group in b~we~n. . .. : . '• 
. 1 
;.....: ' 
. . ; 
. ' METHOD 
Material~ and Desig~ -
.. 
·, 
.· . 
The items ·used in .this experiment .were cornmon 'wqrds : 
(freque~cy A or AA from th.e word · · cqu~t o~ Thorndike .and L~rge, 
.:'·1944) ot' one or tw.o syllables· and . f _ive or . six ·lett.ers each. 
'l;'he experimental w~rds ~ppe.ared in the presentation l~st 
. \ . . ; . 
v · .. \ 
•. 1 
· .. '.) 
.1 
. ,-
' i 
·' 
' . 
/ . . ... , . •. 
~· .. : 
.. ' ~ t I 
\ .. .. 
. \ 18. 
I 
·,L 
with a , frequency · ·(F) ·. ·of two , 
_· .· . ~ 
·l..__· . 
three, or five. · The . lag (L) 
' ' o I • o • 
.' 
between ~epetitions was varied 
" . . . . . . . . I . . 
. ) . 
orthogonal~y with F and hadi 
. . . . ' .. " 
six . lev~~s: o·,,.ll, 2, 4, ·a, and·' l6. 
o ' I - ~·.> , • 
Th{s yielded a · f~ctor~al •. 
·./ . . 
de~~g~ of 18 FxL c~lls. 'Five different wbrds · we~e · all~tt~d 
. ~ ·!(.o. ~\";:,, ._ ' 
. ,,/io {' 
or,; ·~ ,._ • to ~ach cell . wfth no word· appearing in more than· one cell. · 
The words ~ere typed singly. in lower .<;as~ ·o.n three· x 
. ·.. .J · \ II' • 
five inch ~hi·t.e cards. The. I?ack qf· cards wa~ ?".ivided .into 
,quintiles arid in 'general one word from each cell, together ~ 
.. 
procedure broke down only 
. . . , . I .. 
a l 'ag . of 16, whicho have a 
. all,~~ed. ~o . e~ch quintii'e .. ' (This 
for words . repeated five times with . 
range of ,65 items ; .·whe . . rJas ·.a -quint-
.· \ .' 
· iie contained .appro.xi.inately 64 : positions. O?ly one of the · 
' . 
. -
five occurrences of a word in· this .cell occurred out-side the ·: _· . 
i · . 
. . .. 
al.lotted q\].int.i.le .. ) Bes~de.s ·.the 99) exp~rfmental ~ords , ·· t.~ere · ~ 
~ . wer.e 2 7 addi ti.onal wo;-ds .. which appeared· once' only~ Th~·~ ' . 
' ' I I ,' .,. 
.items · s~rv~d as "filiers~ t~ create ~he ~roper deg~ee ' of 
• .. ,I ' ;. ' ~ ' 
spftcing 'between repetit.ions and also occupied the fi~·st~ fo..ur 
.. 
~~d .last .fou:r: .J?ositions in the pack ·as· Cl_..eontrol ·for prinip.cy 
and' recency . effec:ts. . . . 
• -t • .. • , • I .' • 
· The. words were· assi'9ned a posilion wi.thin . the first 
fl • • ~ - • . . • . ' • 
·' . . - . ~ ' . .. . . 
quintile quasi-randomly. T.he ~umbers .1 to 18. were alloc:;ated_ .· 
.. " 
randomly a s labe.ls . to .the 18 FxL- cells and.,;then . ~hese n~ers 
were a<jain randomized to d.etermine the . order i~ whi·ch . the . . . · . 
; 
. . 
• 
.. 
'1 • , 
, ' 
. . ~ 
eel!· .. condition's . woul~ appear in ~h: pac~: · ~ H~wever, t~e ' t .· 
• 0 1, ,·' . ' . • · . 
.'resuiting· order was· ·only quasi-random . becaus~ a n e ffort was 
made to fit those · i t e rns . havi~g short .lags ·'between the :re~et. .;.; ·. · 
• o I r ' , ~~ g 
' I ' , ~ • , 
itions of . those i tems hav:i ng :~ohg ·lags~ · ·once· the . f i rst wo~s .· , ..__. 
.. 
. . 
,. t • -
.. , . 
. i . . 
1 
•· 
• 0 
,. 
I 
"!. 
. . 
I • ~: 
.:. ' . . 0 
.. .. 
.. 
,•. 
0 
. .. .•• 1. 
.. ·· 
' :\ 
' .. 3· . 
. . . 
--
' 
. 
._, 
•<, c •. 
... , 
, .. 
t - ~ • ' • " 
, ·· allocated t'o each FxL cell ll'ad :bee-p. ass.igned ·positions . in·. 
; . . . . . . ' . ·.. . . . . . . . . .. . 
·' the .'pack'~ f~e :randomi_zed:: order was. :gone th~oug.Q. . · four mo're ' . 
. . . .· . ' . ·. :. ·. . ....__ . . · 
l • . . • . . . .. . 
t ·imes . until. al.l five .words 'in each cell ha(i been· assigned. 
. 'r-1 ' ' I ' I • 'rO •• I ' \ • ' ~ • ' ' ' • ' r • tJ • • ... 
In .spite .o.f ·. the modifica-t:ion .of the randomizin'g -'pro9edure, . "::. · t . 
. . 
it was · . .not possibie · to t'i11 every ~pace · between · the · _r~petitior-is· · 
. . 0 : ~ C' • • • • • . • ' - . ' • 
~ith 'e~perimen~;ll w~~d-~ .and· so ~orne "blank" _positions .remained • . · · ..
. . . 
Nineteen_ : ~>ingle ·.w~rds wex:e as.sigrte<f to 
. ~- . .. · , ., . ~ - • 0 : • • -. • ' . • . • • 
· ~·; In-order to. counterbalance any 
.i-~ . ·to -~~d~~id~~l ~ords ~ every .word 
th_e_se pqsi tions_. 0 · · .' 
effects~on . lag attrib-
. \ . ' li, 
. . 
. . 
app~ared /once at e~ch 
0 . 
0 9f. the ·six levels of L. This necessitated the construct.io'n 
• L f • • ' 
first· pack had of six.· di-fferent packs of · ca;-ds. ·. Once _.:the 
. - ' ~ been construq~ed,' the remaining p~cks . we're· made from it by · 
P, ' 
. ' 
. k~~~i, the . posit.ions. of the fill_ers ~o~stant whil_e rotati~g . 
. the·set~·of fiVe words ' from on~ FxL cell t6 ahother. Si~ce 
' a . 
• I . ' . 
~ 
ther.e were' ~hree levels .of F ·, cany interaction betweex:, present:-
. ' ·"'' . . 
ation frequency ·and individual.words ~a~ . bontrolled by· 
~ 
" ... rotating _ . .i,,n 'such a mannE!r ~hat each ._wot:g. appeared twic~ - at: . 
. : ~ach ·level o:f P. ·. For instance, the five :Words- ~~p~aring ln 
• . A• . . I 
pack l ·,at F,;2; · L=O, ·appeared · in pa~ks · 2 to 6. at the following 
1 • . D • 
. ~ · 
levels respectively: F~·3 t L=l; ·p=s, L=2; F=2; L=4; F-:=3, L=~; 
0 • 
, · 
· · ._. · :. F=S ·, L=l6·. · Thus the pos~ tion:S ~ccupieq. by ·each F~L c~ll 
. · :: · · ·- ~ ·~nd . by .' th~ . fjllers') were fl.xed o'nce the fi~st pack was coni ' ' · .. 
' . . 
•, structed. What, varieo from . pack to pack was · the set of. five 
!' 
words · oGcupyin·g each cell. ~. 
.. 
Subjects. ·(Ss) . · ' • -:- · ..... ~· -·· J 
. . . ' 
.. 
. In t~~1, :46 Ss," all of whom wer~ , u~dergraduat~s 
a~·· Mernorial University ang>._,paid . $2 • . 00 for .their' partic,ipation 
' • 1 • • t . ' 
. "· .. . .. 
.. '\ . . 
. . 
. ' 
\ . 
I ' 
.., · - d 
*· 
, 
. • 
..  
. .... 
.-
•, p • .. · 
'" . 20 • 
ih . the ·experiment, were tested. Two of these ·were discarded . 
. . 
'· ·. 
- .. ~or f~iling to. -obey instr':J.cttons ' · so the .data for 14·4 Ss. 
"' ·. ' 
. . . ~ .·, 
_·are repor_ted .. , . .. . 
- ·. Preced ure 
. . 
. - . 
,Equal numb~rs 9f .§.s were ·allocated : to each of ·three 
· groups :p the e~~luation group, ·the· coding gr'oq.p; ?r the~ rhyming 
.group. · · ·~s~ ·was mentioned prevl.ously· ~ . the Ss i,n the . fi~st gr<;>PP, 
. were · told to .rate each word·· for ·its connotative "gdodness" 
. ' . .. . . . ..... . . 
on a seven-point scale, while' 'those in .. th.e rhyming gro.up had 
. . . . 
. . 
~:i,.nd a r-hyme for each· word. .The Ss in the qoding gr~up 
~to: add u~ for. ~~ch wo~d the arbitrarily assigned arith-
4 · 
metical "values .o,f thE:! ,voweis. · · These v,alues were: a=l=u, e=2=o, 
i=.3·. ·The Ss were told ·tha"t some words ,.would be repea1=:ed in 
the pack and the¥ were given ex~ples of their incidental \ . ) . 
.• tasks, but they we~e not\ told -abo,?·t ··. the. termi~-~1 · JOF td'st. 
-:·~ r o 
The ~ull instr~ctions given to each group are shown in 
Appendix ··B. 
I> 
\. 
' · The Ss were tested :in su_b-gro~ps · of four to six with 
. -"/ - . . .. suc~issive sub-groups being a~signed to . taski in .such a 
. ' . 
manner that the number tested under one condition at no 
· '· 
t.in:te exceeded;~- . the. "riuniber 
by more tli.an . si;x. {:ight 
tested under any other condition 
' ' ' . ., ' .. 
~s in each of the three groups were 
~ss_,i.gned to . each pack of cards. After . they had read the 
·instructions provided on a ~e~ara~e sheet fo~ each s, _they 
were ~~lowed to ask q~estions ~n~ were given a few practice 
. items to process ~ccol:ding · t~ the~r · incid'entai task · in ·time 
I 
to an · electronic metron.ome which sounded once every four . 
. 
ro 
·' 
, .. 
• J - -. 
. .... . 
~ · 
·. 
. r 
0 • 
• 0 
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' .. 
• ' 
seconds. If there were no further questions, the Ss went . 
through the ·pack of cards . in time to- the me~ronome ~ . ·The 
L. 
Ss recor4ed their response~ ~n writing on ·a r~sponse sheet. 
. -
In ·order to counterbalance any interaction of order of. 
. . 
occurrence wfthin a· pack with ·. individual words , half of the · 
.. 
Ss ·in each gro~p went through their packs in reverse order. 
After the ~s had gone through th~ pack of cards, 
: ~~hey were given a list of 90 experimentai words . with 30 new 
~words plac~d r 'andomly among them. · 
. ~ . . 
"' . 
The. 120 . t~st words 
• <'• 
. / 
·appeared in 24 ' · sets of ffve, formed into four columns of 
'tJ 
six sets each on a singl~ page. I ' The §_s .were askE;!d to- judge 
·. how.often each word · a~peared in their pack of cards. - ~he 
tes~ was unpaced . . ~n a previous, unpubl~shed study (Rose, 
9 
1973), it was found that the numbet of false alarms, i.e. 
the number o'f new words given non-zero judgments in a JOF 
test, increased . as ~s went through the test. In order ·to 
. . - . 
control this type of response bias, half of the Ss went· 
' . . . - . 
through the test in reverse order-.. The order of answering 
the t 'est varied orthogonall~ ~i th the directi~n of going 
through the pack of cards. The entire experimen.t took 
ap~roxi~ately 40 ,minutes . 
, . 
.I RESULTS 
Judgments of Frequency 
The means for eac~group (G}xFxL cell are given·in 
~ . 
Table 1 and are depicted graphically in Figure 2. A three-
way analysis pf,variance was p~rformed on the .data, the 
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. Figure 2: ·. M~an . judgments of . f-requency for each . 
group. a~· a function of lag arid presented 
frequency · · 
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_summary of which appears in Table_ 2 ~ There was a main effec~ 
: . . . . . . 
of gr<;mps·, F(2,141) = 6._41 (p<·.Ol). ·The other two factors·, 
fr.equency and lag, ·were also s~gnif ic_ant (pot. QOl) with 
F(2,282) = 253 and F(5,705) = 3_6;o .. respectively. A compar ... -
isort of individual group means by the NeWffian~Keuls test .• 
showed_ that the evaluation and rhyming groups did not .differ 
~~ficantly _.but ·both' of the~e ·sho~ed . significan~ly h~ghe~ 
jud~ts than the coding group (p<.Ol~. - All three levels 
. . . -
?£'frequency differed sigriificantly amon~ themselves (p<:Ol) . . 
All of ' the double interactions were significant 
(p<.OOl}. For the GxF interaction, F(4,2.82) = 12.1; for 
GxL, F(l0,705) = 8.34; for FxL, F(l0,14~0) ,;, 4.94. - Onl'y thE( 
~ 
triple interaction was not significant. The GxF interaction 
reflects the tendency for 1;:h~ coding group to sh.ow ·relatively 
small increases in JOF as actual frequency of occurrence 
. . 
increa~es ·. The GxL intsraction similarly appears to reflect 
the relati~ely ~small effect ~f lag on J6F· for. th~ coding 
group ~hile the FxL interaction r~flects an overall tendency 
' . • , 
foi the lag ~ffec£ to increase wit~ higher levels of F. 
. . 
. . . I ' 
The second of thes~ tendencies wa~ checked by analyz-
ing the: res~lts ·for each ins~ruction group with sep~rate 
; 
two-way analy~es of variance. · For the coding group, only 
frequency sh?wed .a _significant effect, F(2,94) ; 36.5 (p<: ·.'oOl) •. 
.. 
The F~ratio for the - vari~ble . of lag ·was less than· one. For 
the rhyming group, both frequency, F(2,94) = 110, and lag, 
F(5,235) = 1~.95, were s~gnificant (p<.OOl) but the . inter-
- .. 
action was not •. A Newroan~K~u~s test was applied to the 
.· 
. . 
. ~ 
... ' 
' . 
·. 
' . 
; 
· , 25.·: 
... 
. 
'!'ABLE . 2 . . ' 
• ; l,t- . 
Summary of Analysis of -Vari:_ance · of JO.F ·Results .'"\ 
source 
· Between ~ubj-~ct~ 
. Instructional · gr<~;up (G) .. 
Ss within groups (Sj 
- . . 
Withi~ SLbjects _. _ 
P.reseritatio'n frequencY, (F) 
' G X F ' 
F X S ' .. 
Lag· (L) 
. G x L 
L -x . . S 
F -.x L 
G -x F X ·L . 
. . 
• ·F X . L• X S 
.. 
~f 
2 
-141 
4 
482 
.5 
10 
.. 
705'. 
10 
20 · 
1410 
' 
MS . 
6875.96 
1073.43 
12614·.1 
' 603.03 
49.82 
1361'.08 
.. 
314.85 · 
37':77 
163.:58 
~ . 
34.14 
33.12 
, ' .· 
.F 
., ··, .. 
·. , . ~· . . 
• 0-')' •• • 
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253. 2*.* 
' .'' ,- · 
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36. 04 *·:A' 
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26 • 
individual· means for lag collapsed· across ·frequency. 
' I 
This 
' \1aS done because s~me investigators have found no· si,gnific~nt 
' .. 
differences among non-zero ·levels of lag (e.g. Underwood~ . 
~969b) . and have merely "distingui'she;d between,_ "massed present- . 
• ~ ; _· : - • f 
ations" (,lag = . ~ero) and "distributed present~tions" ·(lag. 
· great~r than f .ro). The t .est showed· that th9 JoF at lag~- = ,J.-~· '. 
wa~ significAntly below all others ~ (p<.Ol) w~ile at lag ~6 
it was significantly abo~e ~11 · pthers (p<.OS). 
For the evalua.tion group all . factors were significant \. 
and, since the FxL inter.action wiis significant, F (10, 4 70 ). -
6. 49,. ,. {p<. 001) , one-way a~a~y.ses were carried · out for each 
. ' 
. . 
lev~l of frequency. Each lev~l showed -a significant effect 
of . lag with p~.001. At F = 2, ~(5,235) . = 9~37;_ · a£ F = 3, 
. . 
F(S,235) ·= ,11.7: at F = · 5,: r(S,235) = 28.4. Newman-~euls 
· 'comparisons of in.di vidu?i rnea'ns ?howed that at· F .==· 2, the 
mean judgrnerit ' at · lag= 0 was sigpificantly below · all others 
. ·, .. . 
.. 
· , ' (p<.Ol) '. At F = 3~ trye mean JOF's at •lag = · 0 and lag= 1 
were 'significantly below · all _others (p<.-0.1), while at F ·= 5, 
tbe .mean JOF _at lag =·0 was significantly below all other~ : 
() . 
. (p<.Ol) and ~hose~~ lag= 8 and lag= 16 were ~ignificantly 
. . 
•above all other~ (p<.~l). 
In ·summa:J;Y then, ~e find that the type of incidental 
task sloes affect. the -performance ' 
I .. . 
on a terminal JOF -test, 
although the . mean frequen'cy judgments .. fo?= the r hyming group 
. ·· wer_e higher than - e xp.ectE:d. The type of i ncidental task· a lso . 
interacted wi ttl frequency_ and with ·lag. · The c_od,tng group 
showed no significant lag effect'. while , in 'terms of_.. range of 
. ) 
.. . 
·. 
.,. 
r , 
. ' 
JOF over the six levels of spacing,. the: evaluation g·roup 
. showed · the ·g·reatest effe<?t· It was also found that the lag_ 
effect interacted · with the level of actual frequency, being 
. . . 
. greatest at F = 5-, although this was sig:ni f i.cant . only in . 
. . 
2 7 • 
the case of the evalua~ion group. Finding significant effects 
<( 
. of lag amo"~ng non-zero levels of lag for the rhyming _group in 
I •' 
general· and for the .evaluation group at F · =· 5 was. important · 
~ , • I 
,in 9orroborating the concept of spacing. eff.ect per se, as 
oppo~ed. to a mere d istincti9n between . massed and distr~buted~ 
. . {. . presentat1.ons. F.1.nally, the results for the eva.luat1.on group 
. . . 
were ve.ry simi~ar to those for · the inci~entcitl group of Rowe 
' 
and Rose (1974), as· p·redicted. In fact, the rank · correlation 
. ' ! ~ ' 
between the cell mean·s bf the two g~o-qps was +.98 (p<.OOl) . 
. 
Reco~ni tion Measure.s 
' Measures o_of recognition of the 11 yes-ilo 11 variety can 
0 . • ...._ . • • 
ea.sily be derived from JOF resu).ts. Any · experimental worrl ' 
' . . 
. , . . . . 
given a non-:zero judgment has obviously been correctly recog- · 
• v 
· · nized as having occurred in the pack .and can be designated 
\. 
-a hit. Conversely, any experimental word ,judged a~ occurring 
zero times constitutes -a miss while . ·a new word on the ·test 
given a non-zero judgmen't is a ~alse alarm. 
· I 't :is intuitively 
~ ~ . 
recognition and judgments· 
/ -
r~rsonable to expect measures of 
of frequency· to be positively related · 
and indeed there is . evidence for this (e.g. Hintzman & Block, 
1970). However~ ~ch d~es not have .·to. be the ·ca:s·e. rt is 
possiple for a g~oup of Ss to "miss" a large ·number of · words 
aqd at the same time exaggerate the judged frequency of :their 
·. 
-,LI 
•{ 
.· 
.· 
.. 
2B. 
' ' 
hi.ts such . that the mean JOF is reasonably ac.curate.. To check 
thi's. po~sibill ty, measures of rec~gni tion perfo\-mance and 
accuracy were taken and analysed. 
One-way analyses of v,ariance. :were carried nut fo·r 
mis~es, false alarms, and combined ·errors (i.e . . misses + fc;tlse 
alarms) with G being the .main factor. Th·e reason for· col- · 
lapsing across lag and lrequency levels· to do only ~ one-way 
analysis is because· false alarms (and hence' combined errors)_ 
cannot be ascrib~d to F~L cells . as can rnisse~. The mean 
- .recogni-tion errors and the F-i:"atios for each· an~lysi~ are 
.. 
shown in Ta~ · 3. The three groups were mutually separable 
only ,;or combined errors, F(2,94) = 101 (p<.OOl). An analysis 
of individual means by the Newman-Keuls test showed ehat the 
·.evaluation gr~up made si?n.i_f icantly · _fewe:r;- _errors than the . 
~hyming .gr6up whic~ in turn made significan~ly fe~~r errors 
than_the 'coding group- (p<.Ol). In the analysis ~isses_, 
F(2,94) = · 31.0 .~ (p<.OOl) w~th the evaluatioh group making'·~ 
fewer errors than the other two. groups (p<. 01} whi'ch did not 
differ from each other.. In "t::he analysis .of false alarms, ·. 
F(2 ;94) = ·· 79.8 (p<.OOl) with the coding group· making signif-
ic~ntly' more fals~ alarms than the other two · g:roups (p< .. Ol) 
which did .n_ot differ signifj,cantly from each other. 
The number of hits for each GxFxL cell were tallied 
but were not analyzed, because the .evaluation . group had such 
a hig~ periorrna~ce (nearly perfect in s6me cells) that they 
"' 
did riot generally discr~miriate{amon9 the th~ee levels of 
· frequency and so produced a "ceiling". effect. A test of the 
\ 
•'' 
.i ' ' 
h . 
, t; 
~ 
. ..... 
. ( 
. . ·,· 
TABLE 3 
Me.an ~ecognition Errors by Grou~s and · SUmmary of Analyses 
of Variance 
29 • 
·(a) . Mean combined . recognition errors . (misses + false alarms) 
Group Mean ·Analysis of Variance Summary-
.Evaluation 8. 58 
Co~ing 36.21 
Source · df MS Fr 
Group (G) 2 9162 . ~~01* · . 
\, 
.Rhyming· · 21.88 Subject.s ·(s) 94 \ 90.5 
'· 
.:;;;.-
.. · (b) Mean recognition misses 
. ; .. 
Group Mean Anal:;t'sis: of Variance Summar:t 
Eval.uati~ 3 .. 54 Source df MS F 
~ding 19.85 ·G ' 2 3534 31.1* 
Rhyming 16.31 s 94' 114 .. 
· (c) Mean recognition · false alarms · . 
. I 
Group Mean . · Anal:tsis of Variance Sumrnar:t .. 
' .. 
Evaluation 5. 04 Source df MS F 
Cooing 16.35 G 2 1958 . . 79. 8* 
.. 
Rhyming 5. 56 .s 94 . 24 .• 5 .. 
• 
... 
*p< ~ o·o.1 \. 
). 
' 
' '· 
.• 
. .. 
.. . 
'" 
' . 
1/ 
• I 
:tlomogeneity of variance among_ · t .he · 54 cells showed that Frnax 
exceeded 70 whic[\: is far "above the critical value of 
' 0 
approximately 3.5 at the 1% level· of significance~ In 
general, the coding · and rhymin_g groups sho":-'ed increased per~ 
formarice with an i ·ncrease in pre~enta'tion frequency and"· the 
. . 
.. 
. 
- . 
.. 
- rhyming group oshowed ~m" effect of lag. The similarlty between 
' . 
recognition and JOF performances \.las sub:;tantiated. oy a .cor-
... . ' . 
relation of + . . 49 between the number of hits ·per '; cell. and . the. 
mean j '9dgrnent of frequency for · that ;:elll . 
In summary tJ:len , we f irid th·a t the recognition . p~r-
fomance of · the groups 'is close to th.at found i~ th~ JOF · . ...., 
: , ~ 
'· data·.. One cannot attribute the results of the evaluation· 
.a 
~ g.roup to a · re_cogni tion ~esponse bias ·since they showed the· 
f~,'f~st errors. as .we~l as~ the most hits. Since fhe rpyrning 
. . , I r ..  
group made sigt;1ifi~antly more errors than the .evaluation group 
L , 
p1:1t were" not significantly below them in· mean judgmef?.ts, ·it . ·' 
~ ' • <' I ' ' ~ ' • 
seems th!l~· they 'e.xaggerated . t~eir judgments . of those ~o;ds 
. · .. 
correctly recognized. 
.. . . . 
the· I:lext section . ... 
Measures· of Accura~y · >-·· 
"' This possibility was · 'i~vestigated in 
· ·~ · 
The _acc~racy-of _:- eac~ judgment . made ". by each ~ was 
- '•, • • I ::. 
to be its· absolute differe11ce from· i;.he actual fr.equency 
. . . . ~ 
" 
of occurrence ·for ·that word . .. T.he mean deviations are given - . ·. 
. ·. ' .. . . . . . . .. . .. . .. 
\. · in Table 4 ·an9 .are · depicted g~aphic:aily for ~actt s~pa;rate. · 
· level of frequ.ency in Figure.· 3 • 
. . 
A three-way analysis of · 
• , =»- I .: 
variance wa·s car.ried out on tJ~ese and is s:umrnari zed in Table 
5. · Group was a significant · factorwith F(2,141)' = 4.27 
. ' , 
.. I 
,f 
... ... <. 
' . ' 
. I 
. ·. 
'.. , 
.. 
. . • 
. ' 
... 
. . 
-. 
... 
· · Mean Devi~ti..,ns frqm 
GROUP 0 
. Evaluation . 1. 43 
Coding· 
·Rhyming 
x 
• 0 
1. 88 . 
,. 1. 90 .: 
1. 74. 
Evaluation . 1 ·. 64 
coding 
·. . Rhyming 
. ' 2_. 23 
2.42 
• 
I . 
TABic_E 4-
' ·· . ·~ 
·. ~ · -
31. 
I 
.. 
, . 
. f u 
Tru_e · .Frequencies by. Levels or' · P.resent~ti'on · · · 
~ . . ' . . . 
Freq~ency 
·,' "'. 
LAG · 
' · ·2 " 4.L . 
~ · F :: ·2 , · 
1·.9s·J ·1.84 1. 76• . 
1~90 
1.96 
1.'99 1.99 
2. 08 2.25 
8 
1. 94 ·. 
1. 76· 
.. I . 
16 
~· .. . 
1. 99' . 
'·. 
I ' 
fff:.· . 1. 80 .. 
1. 78 . 1. 86 
2.19 ' .2._25 ° ~.'13.. 
2.0.0 . 1.93 1.84 2. 02 . . 1.,93 
I . 
.. . 
F• = 3 
.. 'lo '• I 
1' ~ 62 1. 73' 
' 
.· 1."69 : 1. 7 8 1.96 1. 74 
2.23 . 
.. 
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(p<. 02 5) ·• -. -ri).dividpal comparisons . ·of the' means showed that 
- ' 
there were' no differences between the rhymin~ and coding 
. ' ~ . . -
. . ' 
groups ~hile :t~e eva~uati'on gr9up na~ · sigl)ificantly +ower 
devi~tions. than ·the oth~r _ t.wo (p_<. Ol..). Frequency was ·· als<? 
·"a··_slgnificant factor, ·· F(2~2B2) =· 61.1 {p<-.001.)>. ·Individual· 
~ . . , . : . ·~ 
.comp·at.is'bns· of· the ·.m.~ans . Showed that the mean qeviation 
-d. • ft 
increas~d <l;irectly wi :t.h th~ . level of frequency with the three 
.'· /.· .· . ' I ., -
means being significa~tly different from each other- · {p~. 01). 
' Lag · was· not a signi~icant factor nor . were the GxL 
.nor GxFxL interactions. However; the GxF interaction was 
significant, F(4,2~2) = 7.2b (~<.OOf). ·A glance at Figure 
• • f. \ ., · 
3 indicates t~at the r~ot ,of this is _ t~e ~witc~-~n :he ra~k . 
order of the means fo·r the . coding a~d r~yrning' groups as F 
increases from three to 'five • . Two-way analyses of the 
' deviat~ons wer~ - carried out_ ~0; ea~h level ·of frequency 
. sep~r~tely.d .At F = 2, there were no diff~rences among· the 
. '. thre~ grou~s, F(2,141) .= l~09, but ~t F = 3 ther~ was a 
sign'ificant .differen~e, F ( 2,141) .. = 4 •. 9 4 (p<. 01) •. A Newman-· 
' J 
Keuls comparison. of the individual ·means showed. that the · -
I 
de~iav{on for the evaluation g;oup· was significa~t1y .lower 
~ . . . 
/tl • 
·.than· that for the rhyming group (p<. 01). At F = 5 ·, G~as a 
significant factor, F _(2,141J .= · 8.50 (p<.OOl) with ' the eval-
uat-ion group being significantly lower 'than the.·other t~o 
groups (p<.Ol) which did not differ significantly from each : 
other. O~ly at .F ~ 2 was there a sig~ificant lag eife~t, 
F(5,705) .= 3~26 . (p<.Ol) wi:tl) the mean deviat ·(;n at .lag ~a· . 
. · . ' ' . :/ 
.being p_elow the---means .at' rags :2', 4, ~nd 16 ·c There 
, . 
, o· 
11 
.. 
'I , . 
·\. 
\· 
... 
-
) 
.  
. , ' 
were nQ significant GxL interactions and so no one-way 
anaiyse~ were carried out • . '- ' . 
Finally, th~e wasa significant FxL interaction.iri 
. . 
~he -three-way. analysis, F{l0,1410) = 2.05 (p<.03)~ This re-
., 
flec,ts . the chatfge in the mean deviation . at lag = 0, 'which is 
' th~ lowest at F = 2 but increases as F increases to be the · 
. ' I. 
highest lag mean at F = s. 
' . 
In s.~mmax:y we see that the evaluation group produced 
·· jno~ only the highest meari judgments of frequency ahd the 
. . , '. 
highest mean number of correct recognitions but also the most 
accurate .judgments. The coding and . rh~ing groups were nqt 
,. 
separable on d~viations. Howe~er, it is felt that this is 
·..:: 
, . 
du~ to the nar:row range of levels .. of frequency ·used. The .., 
coding group showed a tendency to be conservative in their 
j~dgmeJ. ·.compa~ed to the ~the:r 't;wo ·groups. , This is advant-· 
' I - J • ' 
·. ageo~s at low level~ of frequency where the general · tendency 
(in other · experiments . as w~ll a~ this one) i~ to overesti~ate. 
' . . 
. . 
Howeve·r, this is disadvant~geou_s at _high levels of frequ~ncy 
where .the general tendency is ·to underestimate anyway.. It 
'"""-.. . 
seems reasonable to suggest that tpe relative positions of· 
. . . 
th,e .coding and rhyming· group? for ·mean deViations at F = 5 
. 
would. be 'even more ~xaggerated at higher levels of ~requen~y. 
... ' DISCUSSION 
The experiment reported here leads to two important 
general conclusions, o~e of wh1ch is that the judged frequ~ncy 
of ·6ccurrence of a wor~ increases as the woid is · proc~ised · to 
"' 
·' 
\ 
-... 
\ 
., . 
. ; 
.... . 
./ 
·-
deeper levels. This follows fro~ the finding that; a~ 
~ 
predicted, ti1e <?oding ·group pr6~uced significantly lowe! 
jud~~en~s than the evaluation group. The JOF measures by 
·' 
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· themselves could, of course, reflect no more than some tend-
ency to overestima.te in.accur-~tely. ~ However, as . we have seen, · · 
tf-.ttie . eva·luation gr~up not only made the highest judgments but 
were most accurate. Hence we are justified in concJ~din~ 
that the group which process~d the ~ords to th~ deepes~ 
level showed the best -memory performance.: 
In· this the re~ults are in line'with th~ work of 
Jenkins and his colleag_u.es (Jenkin.s, .1.97 4) us_ing free .recall 
of highly associated words~ T-hey. found that incidental tasks 
. ~ . 
... 
'requirin.g semantic processing produced greater recall than 
. . . 
those· :t>equiring non-semantic" p_rocessing. As Rowe and Rose 
( 197 4) · found . for .their incidental group, they di_scovered 
. . 
that semantic orienting task~ serve as well as or ·better than 
. . . 
s~rategies used by ~ubj'ects who intend ·to ·learn. Thus the · 
. . . ..,.-
. • experiment -reported here and ~ts pre}iminary on~ support the 
. ... ·' - . . 
conclusions of Jenkins tl"\at memory "is not an automatic 
consequel)ce' of having inten.ded ·to reme~ber ... ~ (nor) of having \ . 
....;, ' 
respondeq. to events" but is a · cons~quence of the kind of 
response that ·has been made. 
However, the results of the rhyming group . here do 
depart from tqose of Jenkins and his co-workers. Th~y found ' 
. \ 
that a rhyming task is no more . effe_ctive in· prompting recall 
.than ·a~e other non-semantic tasks, whereas here ·the mean JOF J . 
. of the rhyming group wa~ npt significantly below that of 
... 
'I 
• cr 
., 
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th~ evaluation group. There are· several .possible reasons 
. . 
for this discrepancy. One is that the judgments of the 
rh1fining group relative to those of·' the evaluation group are 
tpe result of a combination of fewer correct reco_gnitions· 
'- · 
-. 
on the one hand and exaggerated judgments of the hits on the 
other ·hand. The similarity of· the meal) j,udgments of · the tw9. 
groups rna~ ~ave b~en somewhat fortuitous . therefo~~' and one 
' · 
may conclude that the rhyming task is in fact· le~s effed:.ive 
than the semantic task. A. second· pqint to be made is that 
the comparispn . made by Jenkins bet~een rhyming ·and other non~ 
semantic tasks is a cross-experimental one. Johnston -and· 
Jenk~ns (1971) ·compared subjects given a rhyming ~ask with 
... . . . . . 
subjects given a semantic task ·and the latter showed clear 
- . -
superiority. However, no experiment seems ~o have included 
" . . . 
semantic, rhyming,·and othe~ non-semantic tasks togetn~r. 
If this were· done, it might be _found that rhyrl\ing produced 
·"'""-
results intermediate -between the semantic and other non-
~ . . ~ 
semantic tasks. 
As a third reason. for the discrepancy, it .could be 
ar'gued th~t .the groups in this experirQent were differentially 
~ 
e.fficient in. carrying out . their incidental tasks and this . · 
factor could have been- ~onfound~d ·with the l~vel of proce~s­
ing. '. Indeed,. it was found' that while. the evaluation group 
. -· ' 
omitted on average le~s. ' than one' item from the 3.27 ~ords i n 
·a pack, the· coding group omitte~ 5. 5 ·and the rhyming group 
omitted 82.4. These large differences are a reflection of 
·. ' . 
the _choice of words used, which came randomly from the 
·•. 
' 
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. . 
Thorndike-Lorge · word count. Thus·. they wer~ not chosen for 
ease of rhyming .. If we · divide t .he 4 8 Ss in the rhyming group 
'· ' .~ in,;to two sub~groups according to whether their omissions in 
the incidental task numbered above or below th~media~ 
.(which was 87) , . we fin<;! that those Ss .who has! a higher 
nuroper of orn'issions also produced higher ' mean 'judgments of 
frequency. The rne~n JOF's for the two sub-groups · were 4.45 
and 3.40 respectively which d'iffered significantly according 
to the Mann-Whitney test (Z=2.64, p<.OOS).· Hence the mean 
·JOF of the rhyming group could have been inflated because . 
-
of relative failure to carry out their incidental task and 
this co.uld ·· be cited. as a methodological weakness· of the 
-
\ 
"' 
present experiment. An6ther·~et of words for which rhymes 
-~ -
. could qe found easily ~ight. then induce judgments of fre-
quericy oin a rhyming group which were significantly belqw 
those for an evaluation group. ~oweve~, one can c9unterargue 
that the main factor i!? not ·success in the "task but proces·sing 
the .words to an appropriate. level. A subject asked to find 
. . 
a rhyme ·for a word .within four seconds should be' attentive · · 
to the phonetic qualities of that word, 'whether he succeeds 
· in the task or not. On ' balance, though, ~t must be a~mitted 
that no firm .conclusion 9an be made concerning th: ~epel of 
p~ocessing induced by . ·the ... rhyming task in this· experlrnent. 
As predicted in the i~troduction, .the judgments of 
, · .frequency· for ·the · evaluation group were very similar to those 
for the incidental group in the preliminary ex~eriment by 
Rowe and Rose ( 197 4) .__ This then substantiates the. argument;. .. 
~' "'' ~ 
·-· 
•. 
• 0 
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that 'Begg's "~e.gre.ssion to the mean" view may have to be 
resttiCJted to intentional tasks." . The hypothesis cannot be· 
11;·~ · · "',..L .. _·,~ . ruled ou~ for incidental tasks' · however. It · is possible 
' 
.· - " 
that Ss in such conditions form their judgments from their( 
ovelQ.lll mean JOF which is considerably higher: th·a·n true · \' 
mean F .. ' I Some regress1on toward this mean could still produce 
overestimation of ·all levels of F. 
The second gen'era;I. conclusion from .this .experime.nt 
is that the lag effect is enhanced by . deeper processing. 
' This is seen in . the evaluation group who processed the 
~words most deepiy · and~ showed the most. p'rolonged effect of 4 ' 
spacing, especially at a 'frequency o~ five. The interesting 
finding· here is that the coding group showed no · ef.fect of 
lag at all. , This is evidence that a lag effe~t ~ill occur· 
·only when ther~ is processing beyond the ~supetficial l~v~l 
used by the coding group; · If the coding group carried out 
their task 'literally, they ,did rrot· need eveh ·to look at the 
I · · · . I · ~ords ~rid in ·this base it would not·be . surprising. to ~ind 
. no cbn1sistent spaci~g effect.. Howeve~, tl}e: coding gr~up 
did sho~ ~ ~ignificant in~rease iri ju5ged .frequency as · 
pieseniation incre~sed and this indic~tes that they di~ 
notice the words .to an exten~ suffici~nt to affe6t th~ JOF; 
The· d.epth of processing required for · an effect of spacing 
.seems to ·be greater than that required to make judgments of. 
' frequen?y . 
. One .explanation of this finding could be that the 
evaluation of ·rhyming groups . deal with the words wholist-
. ' 
·' 
_, 
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ically while the coding gro.up processes merely parts of the 
. words, namely the vowels. This suggestion was· made to ~ · 
•<" 
"'' . Jenkins after the early ex~eriments . by 'hiin and his colleagues 
l~ . showed that semantlC,incidental ·tasks·· fed to b~tter recall 
)
than orthographic tasks (see Jenkins,·. 1974). His refutation. 
of this argument twas to show -that a whollstic rhyming task 
also .. induced a low-lev.el of t;ecall performance • . our resu1ts 
indicate that a ·rhYming task may not be the low-level process 
. . 
If~ .. 
which Johnston and Jenkins (1971) found it to be and so the 
. . ' 
. "part-whole'~ suggestion · may have· some validity. ·However, 
. it. is cliff icul t . to see how subjects who . only process parts 
of words can -· discriminate the frequency: of' occurrence of 
those words to a significant extent. 
A better explanation may ·.be OI].e. which refers again 
to the discriminabil'it,y of list. markers. 'It is probable 
.. 
that the subjects in the coding group glanced ·at mo'st, .if 
not all, of their worqs but th~t the wholistic_ processing 
was sb superficial that the list.markers attached to the 
. -
' corresponding memory nodes we~e weakly discriminable. This 
could occu~ · bec~s~, with less processing of the words whol-
·. istically ' by the coding gro~p, fewer contextual c~¢s would 
be included in e·ach lis.t marker (in comparison to the other 
two groups) . . - ~he fewer the coptextual ·cues, the le~s is the 
. j . 
probability ·that one list marker pan be-distinguished ~ro~ 
.· - r , .· . . . . 
another. sittiation .like that depiCted in · 
. - ~ 
Figure 1 (a) wou.ld hold fo any lag ·be.tweem repetitions and ·. 
' st;>acing ificant effect •. __ :J:f . this explanation -
.. 
./ 
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. holds , then there inus.t be some other dimension such as 
4 .. .... 
stre~gth by ' which ju«igments of frequency are made and to 
r--. which _ th~·coding group add a significant {albeit relati~ely 
"'::.. 
small} increment: each time they process a w6Ed. 
. ' 
t 
Aside from the two general conclusions, the ·experi.;.. 
' ment1 reported her~ has implicatio~~ for existing hyp~theses. 
Mention has already been made r· of the res\rictions. it place~ 
upon Begg'~ "regressfon to the- mean"· 'hypothesis co~cerning 
· the memorial representat-ion of event frequency. T~ cor.: 
. ' ' 
roborati6n of th~ prediction that th~ results f~r the eval-
-
uatiop-group here would be similar to those for the incidental 
group of Howe and Rose (1974) C!,dds weight to .the argument 
against Hintzman's ·habituation hypothesi's. While the fina-
ing of a · pronounced lag effe~t with incidental l~arning.fits 
. ' 
in with the general view that voluntary co.ntro·l processes 
~ 
are not involved, it does not support the two · corollaries 
?intzman 's hypothesis~ The two exp·erimentq_ show that the 
. . ' 
to 
spacing effect in non- rehearsal si biations is not limi'ted by 
-
I 
tim~ and the effect ~s not ' prolonged in a rehearsal situation 
relative to a non-rehearsal one~ The experiment · als9 P~?­
vides clear evidence of a spacing effect exte~ding beyond a 
.. 
lag of z~ro. S6me inve~t~gators ·have atgued for a dis- -
tinction betwe1n the "lag effect" ·a~d the "massed-versus- · 
distribut~d practice .effect" (c. f. Hintzrnan, 197.4, pages 79-80) 
but the 'results-here vindicate those who believe that it is 
more parsimonious_ \O c~mbine,tpe · two· phenomena. 
~--- ' 
' ' 
•::'· 
. I 
1{'. 
Finally there · are 'empirical imp~ications ~ade . by 
. this experiment and the prelimin~ry one upon which it is · 
based wh·ich ·substantiate the view of Howell (1973a) .who 
s~at~~ that "(JdF) experim~nts to date may have · f6cussed· 
42. 
"'-
. . 
tonsiderable mention has already too narrowly" (page 46) . 
. .II' 
9'~ 
beep made of the import~nce of looking ae" ·more than the main 
d~pendent variable in jop studies. ·secondly, these experi~ 
~ ments have .. shown the theoretical importilnc.e .of consid~ri~g . 
the typ~ of instructions .given to ~ubj~cts. As ~entioned in 
th~ introduction, Hintzman (1974) concluded that the lag 
effect .occurred over an int.erval of about ·15 seconds. Only 
one of t~e six.groups in the,two experiments showed any 
evidence of this . and that was th~ group given . no~-spe~ific · 
'instructions, precisely the type of instructions used by 
·Hip.tzman apd his ·colleagues in their exp~riments ;. Another 
important point corr-oborated by . thes~ experiments is the 
interactfon ·between lag and. frequency. This ' interaction has 
been . found before (e.g~ Underwood, 1 969b)· and Hintzman (1974) 
takes note o ·f it in his _.revi_ew (page 79)... However, .. i t has 
been ignor.ed theoretically, probabJy ·because many experim~nts 
involving spacing as a .v.ariable have used frequencies of only 
one and two (e.g. D'Agostino & D~Remer~ 1973; ~artman & 
- Johnson, 1972; Rundus, 1971; Melton, 1970). · · Any adequate 
explanation of the spacing . ~ff~ct must account for the en-
.· . '~~'":.1: '. . 
hancement of· the effect as actual frequency increases. 
In summary then, this. exper~ment has shown that, 
judgrn~nts of frequency depe~~ upon the level of process i ng, 
Y. 
' , / . 
.-
· ' 
... 
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· .. ·. 
wi tl} the d~e~est -level · producing the highest and. most accur-
ate judgments. Even if one is conservative and i~nores the 
level of processing involved wi:th the rhyming gr<?UP ,· there 
. 
is clear separa'tion . be.tween the evaluat~ion group and the · 
coding group which support~ 'this·. The res'ul ts ~also show 
that the level -of proc~ssing interact~ with the effects of ' 
\ .. 
spacing, with the deepest 'level producing the most pronounced 
..... . --lag effect.. These findings · have implications for exi~t~ng .. 
hy~oth~se~ concerning the spacing ~ffe~t and'the r~present­
cit~on of event frequen_cy in memory as· · well as 'for the method-
ology employed in studies of these phenomena. . .. ',: 
. . 
FURTHER RESEARCH AND THEORETICAL SPECULATION '· 
There are at least .two experiments .suggested _by this 
study and its theoretical orienta-tion. Mention was m~d8:0. ·in 
the ·Int:rodu_s:tion tha-t Begg's. (1974) idea, which has been 
. call~d here a ~regression to the mean" hypothesis, is based 
~ . 
upon inter-experimental compakisons. · Wha~ is really re~uired 
is an intra-exper'imental 'comparison with one group of· sub-
ject·s being presented with words ., say;_ 2, 3, and 5 times_ and 
a second group being pre~ented with the same words at fre-
quencies o!_sayt 2, .s, and 8. The main - interest would center 
on the words prese~ted five · times to each group ·, because 
· these should be underestimated by the_ first group relative 
. to th~ second, if the interaqtion between judged' and presented 
' ~frequency is a stable phenomenon. Su~h an experi2nt should 
be don·e with both. intentional and incidental inst ucbions, 
.. 
. ~ 
., 
.. . 
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be~ause ·the ·phenomenon may occu·r i'n one case but not in the · 
other. 
A seco.nd experiment which sho.uld be conduc·ted is a 
continuous JbF te~t with 1~~ as an independent variable.: 
_ As ·mentiqned a~ · the _ beginning ~f this paper, c6ntinuous.JO~ 
r 
paradigms .. have been used.-·only · occasional_ly and ·never with 
. ) . . 
lag as a:- v·ar1ab~e. Not only would · such an expe~iment close 
an empirical gap' but•' it would cast so~e ,more ' light upon 
: ?~ot~eses ·whi~h explain the spacin~effect in terms of 
.encodini prdc~sses. For instance, .. Hint~man ~uggests that 
the locus of the effect i~e~ ' with the weak ~needing of the 
repetitions (as 6_pposed· to the initial . presentations) at 
short lags. If this is so, th~n subject:~ qn -a continuous · 
·'test should have lower · performance with items repeated .at 
short lags than with items · repeat~d- at long lags·, i.e~ their 
performan.ce should parqllel th~t for a terminal · test and 
increase with lag. In all probability, though, such would 
not be the case as indicated by evidence from recognition 
' -
. ~ 
studies whfch have employed the conti~uous · parad~gm. Shepherd 
·and T~ghtsoonia~ - (1961) aR~ Ni6keison . {l965) both foun~ that 
. . 
recognition decreased with lag and one might reasonably expect 
the same to occur with judgments of f:~;equenc.y. 
If s~ch proves to be. the case, how doe~~ne reconcile 
. I) 
· the apparent par'adox of ;nemory performance decreasing over 
lag with a continuous test but increasing ove r lag with a 
. . ' . 
~erminai test~ -One ·step ' towards the reconciliation seems to 
. ·- . . 
be a shift in. the .. locus of the spacing · ~ffl!<;t from e ncoding 
. ' . 
. ,. - . - - ' 
"' -
--. 
•. 
. ' 
• .( 
.' 
I 
/<1 
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-~:..,_ ... •:...!, . .. ·• 
to retrieval·. "This i-~in'plied .. in Figure 1 and the discussion 
·. , ' ~ ~ . . . ' . . ... 
of it in the Int.roduction. 
(i ' 
The ~verlappin~ list markers · 
t 
. . 
with repeata4 prese~tations at ·short lags . are difficult to 
·, . . . . ... 
. discriminate when retrieval is necessary. · Time WC?uld be a 
factor. here. Discriminat:i~h ~ould not be difficult on a 
. 0 
. . 
. . contintiOUi tE7st, if the ~esting came after .only a few iJ?te~-
. ·vening i te~s. . .This · h~t>"een sho~~ not only in . the r~cogni tion 
'studies mentioned above b~t · also in paired~associate · le~rni~g 
with a continuous -paradigm by Pet~rson and .his· colleagues 
. . . 
. (e.g_. Peterson ·, Wampler, Kirkpatrick, and Saltzman, .1963). 
Howeve;.,· th~ low disc.riminf!bili ty of list markers encoded . at 
short lags would ~ave. a de.trimenta·l effect if 'testing came . 
.~ many 'items later as, for ex~rnple ~ ~ .. in the terminal paradigm:. ~­
Begg hypothes~s proves .to be· sub-. .. Seconc:Uy , · i{ the 
l. stantiated by the sugge~ted witqin-experiment · compari~on, then 
. : 
' .. the locus of ·the effect. lie. s with , retriev.al ·as opposed to 
~ · 
encoding. ~his must~ be· so since the subje~t during the test 
trial does .not realize what the ra~ge ·of presentation. fre- · 
quencies will · be and ·the interaction between actual and judged 
. ' . ·"' . ~ 
freq.uenqy ca~~ot ·occur until the subject has formed a notion 
. . 
·"of this ra.!l·ge •. · One is then faced wiJh the theoretical . 
problem of how t~e subject forms ' scich a noti6n. - It i~ ·pos-
sibl~ to conceive 6f list markers of ~iiferent st~~rigth with 
. , ) ' 
each . repetitio~ : of .an item encoding a list rna~ker that is weaker 
than the. prec~d~ng~ one ·~ Th.is woul·d lead to srnall~r increments 
in judgments of frequency as pres~~tation fr~q~enqy ~ncrea~ed 
. ' 
~whic::h 'is the general. case) and also. account~_for the f i nding ' 
·. ,, . 
·'· 
/ 
. ' •. , 
· , . 
• Q • 
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I . P......:. 
I ' d 
' *· . 
. ,·· 
I , 
.of Hint~ma~ et al. 
. ·-
(19~3) - that the loc~s of ~he s~aclng 
e~fecit · is wit~·~he second of_ two pres~ntation~; H6wev~~' 
such ao view praces the 'emphasis- ·on .encoding again and would' . 
' • 0 ' 
not - ~cc6unt for the effect which the presentation -frequency 
. . , ., . . ' 
~ange has . upon JOF pe~formance. · The solution seems to lie 
' . 
·under . Ho~ell ,-s (i973) rubric of ~ultipl~-process in whi.ch 
n~tions _ of both strength. and _ list mark~rs are· used. The -
. I . . , 
L 
' ' 
.. latter_ are useful concepts iri discussing the ·lag effect but 
. ' ' ' . ,• 
\ . 
\ 
, ... ~':.- ' 
\ 
I 
' I 
I 
.  . 
-not ~or explanations of the memorial repres~ntation of 
. f requ\:!ncy. - ' ~ This · seems t;o requi·~e a concept of derived 
~ • • • • • • • J • 
stren~th arid a·majdr theoretical ·problem for itudents ·of -· . 
. • I . ' - - . - . - . 
e~ent . lfrequency: wili- be the reco~ciliation . of · th~se- · tw~ 
conCep\ s .ini:o .·a mean in;ftil : unity. . ·. · · . · '. · 
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APPENDIX A , 
Instructional ~nd Spacing Effects in Judgement of Frequen~y 
. Edward · J. Rowe and Robert J1 ·· Rose;.. . 
Memorial Uni'\ers.ity of Newfoundland . ' 
The measurement of memory performance it?- tasks requiring 
subjects to jUdge how ~ften a word pccurred during a study triai bas 
become ~creasingly : common since the initial work of Hintzman in 1969·. 
In the . usual frequency judgement par_adigm, subje_cts are presented with 
a ~eng sequence of words which are repeated ;ario~s numbers of times. · 
. . 
Following th~ study trial, the.-''subjects are. theri given a number . of test 
words and · are asked to judg.e how often these .words appeared in the 
original ' list. 
.\ •' 
:rhe experiment which I . shall rep·ort examined the ef-fect on 
frequency judgements of three independant variables:' The number of · 
. -
repetitions o'f a word in t .ne study list· (i.e., its presented frequency), · 
t~e spacing of ~epetitions _ (~.e., n~be~· of . items . ~tervening· be~een 
successive I>.resenta tions .Pf each word) , and the , type · of 'orienting in~ 
' . !~ 
·structions· given to the subj~cts. Effects of the first two variables have 
. . 
already been well documented. 
if . . ~ . •, . 
As_· one would expect;, judged frequency in-: 
creases reliably with ·~creases in presented frequency. The. oVerall form 
' - ' . 
. of the relationship appea~s to be logarithmic, wit~ subjects tending to 
ove~estimate the frequ~ncy of items · presented relatively few times and 
.u_pde~estiln.c\te the fr~quency . of it~ms p~esent~ many times·. in 
The effect of spacing of repetitions . i n ·memory 
the list. 
e=tpe:riments · · 
appears as an increase in memory .for repeated items as the degree of spacing 
.I 
0 • .. 
.. 
:· 
, · ... 
\ 
--
I 
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' . 
between them increases • yt is found with recall, recognition, and . 
. . 
frequency judgement tasks inyo_lving .not only words but nonsense syllables, 
sentences,· and pictures as well. In a recent review of the spacing effect, 
• "presented at the 1973 Loyola Symposium, Hintzman points out that· the peak 
or _asjmptote .in performance usually. occ~s with a spacing .of 15 ~ec between . 
-J;epetitioris. 
Our inter·est in this . experiment focused .primarily_ on the instruct.c; 
· ional variable and its relation to frequen~y and spacing. ·. The s~b_jects were 
. . . 
given ·three·types of instructions at the beginning o~ the experiment:· · · 
·. intentional instru~tions,_ where· they were fully . informed . of the nature- o.f 
.the ensuing frequency_ judgement test; nonspecific inst~htions, where they 
were t~ld that a m~cy tea~ wo~d foilow the list of words· but its nature 
was not specified; and incidental tnstructiona, · Where the subjects were 
( . 
told to rate each word on a dimension of strenath as it was pr~sented, 
. . 
with 'no mention being made of the frequency 1udgement test. Previous · 
ex~eri~~ts have demonstrated frequency effects under .both intentional 
( 
i 
I 
.and nonspecific instructio~ conditions •. Howell, in a 1973 "paper in J.E.P._, 
show~d tha~-whether ~he sdbject 1.s led to expect -a frequency judgement or a 
. . . / -· . . 
- ·recall test ~t the beginning .of the experiment ~s irrelevant ·for subsequent -
frequency judgements. He · the~efore ·,suggested that intentionality is not a 
critical factor as far as frequency judgements are_ concerned. However, both 
! ' 
of Ho~el~' s conditions gave ·a .set for~~ of memory _ test, and the 
subjects. probably engaged in ·active memory processing of the list. We were 
f 
I 
. . . . . \ 
interested to see ~ow fr~quency" judgements ootained ~nd~r:rly incid~ntci;l ~ . 
learning conditions would. compare with intentional and nonspecific instructional 
sets. 
With reg~d to the spacing variable~ Hintzman has suggested that 
" 
... 
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I 
the spacing ~ffec& might ~e attri~utable to involuntary rather than voluntary, · 
. ' . ' " ' 
or control, processes. ,The experiment te~ts . this proposal by~mpaTing the 
spacing effect under incidental and intentional conditio~s· . If voluntary 
1 processing is not required · for demonstration of the effect, it should obtain· 
· under cotlditions where no tnemorj .·test is expected. · 
... 
Let me 
The words were 
briefly describe the design and procedure of the experiment. 
of.· high Tho.rndike~~orge fre~ue~cy (~·.or AA) and.Jl'd ~e o~ two 
.. 
syllables and five or six letters each. They were typed on 3 x 5 index cards 
, ~ . 
' and ·presented· ·either. ~o, thre~ or five times, with each ·r _epetition };>eing 
separated by 0, 1, 2.,- 4, 8 or 16 other items. This factorial combination 
produced 18 · frequency x spacing cells. Five different ·words were allotted t ·o . 
each cell. 
. "'-- . . 
These 90 words, their repetitions, ·and some necessary filler ~ds, 
made up a basic pack of 327 cards. Six .versions of the basic pack were devised, 
. so that every word appeared rwice at each frequency level and once at each 
level of lag. . 
The 144 subjects, .all first-year Psychoiogy students at Memorial 
University, were allocated equally to the six pac·~ ·of cards 'Withili the ·thr'7e 
instructional conditions. As· I . hav~ ~iready· stated, the s.ubjects ··in the in- · 
· tentiona·l . condition · were told to remeniber how often each word occurred in the 
. r . 
·pack of cards, subjects in the non'specific conditi_on were told to remember 
the words · for an unspec;lfied memory test, .and subject;:s in the incidental coti- " 
'dition were · simply told to go through the pack 'of cards and . .rate the strength 
implied· b'y _each word on. a seven-point scale. .The presentation rate was paced }'. 
by a · me~~onome, which sounded every ' four seconds. Immediately after the 
·~ ' . 
subjects had gone through the card~ · they were given. a .test sheet containing · 
.. 
''· 
.. 
APPENDIX A 
the 90 · experimental words with 3.0 new words placed randomly among them~ 
and were asked to write dbwn how often e~ch of· the words appear~d in. 
the pack~ 
/ 
.·l, The mean frequency judgement · for the words in· each ·frequency x 
. . 
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spacing cell, averaged across_ both· words and subjects~ is shown separately 
for each. instructional coDdition i.n. the first. slide. Degree of SPacing is 
. plotted on th~ . abscissa, and frequency. of presentation. is the parame.t:~r in. 
each panel. The data were ·analyz~ by an 'analysis of variance. As is 
I 
<> 
"-.. 
fndic~ted in the siide,- ·there ·was a · stgnif~ant main e.ffe~t of instructional· 
. ' . . . . . . 
set, with judgements increasing in order from the nonspecific to intentional 
' . . ' . 
' 
to incidental conditions. The ove!'lll mean judgements (from top to bottom· 
on the grap,h) ~ere _2.80~ 3.30; ~ 4~15 ... · The three groups were al;l _signi\ 
1 ( 
fic~tly different fr0111 each other. The main effect of frequency was ·also 
significant-, ~the '''""'" were 'Ordered in ' the expected direCtion in each 
group.. However:ae size of the difference separating the three. levels of 
frequen_cy varied between the three groups, ·producing a signi.ficant 
instruction ~ frequency interaction. Note that words which occurred twice ~ 
. . <!%-
are overestimat~ and words ·occurrinS,:five times· are underestimated ·.1.11 the . 
nonspecific and inten~ional conditions,, ·as is usually the case. Under 
' incidental instructi~ns,· ho~~r' all three frequenci_es were : overesti.mated ~ 
. . 
although the "amount of overestimation for frequency 5 was "Slight. . 
The main effect of spac:l.ng was also sigliificant, but this factor 
can .. be evaluated more meaningf11lly by ·considering t~e- t:Wo remaini'ng 
I 
sfgnif.ic~t inte~a~~ions. . ' First, · spacing· interacted with frequency, ·such · 
that ti?-e· spacin~ effect became larger as frequency increased. This was 
especially true of the intentional and incidental group~~ Now consider 
. 
, . 
) 
I . 
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the interaction . of spacing with instructions. It is apparent t-hat the 
. . 
spacing effect is most pr_onoun1ed in the incidental. conditio~, but this 
is ~hown ~re clearly" in the s~cond slide. ·. Here the data are collapsed 
across frequency. Not only is there. a more rapid rise in the cur:ve 1fC?r 
the incidental gro~p between a spacing of 0 and 2, but the function 
seems to continue to increase (at a reduced rate) over the higher 
' > 
56. 
degrees of spacing,_ whereas the curves for the other two conditions level 
., 
off aft~ four· intervening items • . . .. 
For the . rest of the paper, l; would .like to comment on some 
I 
aspects of the freq~ency and ~pacing effects. Contrary t~ Howell's 
(1973) results, we have shown tpat the type of instructional. set does 
. . 
affect 'judgements of frequen~y. Intentional instructions produce higher 
jud'gem(mt:s than nonspecific instructions and incidental instructions · 
produce the highest judgements of.· all. · Furthermore, the typical 
' " . 
overestimation of ·low frequencies and underestimation of. high frequencies 
' ' 
is not found under incidental conditions, at least . for the range of 
0 
frequenc-ies whi<=;h we used here. · . I shou~d point out that the inflated . 
frequency judgements found with the incidental group are p~obably_ not; d_ue. 
· to some general _resp~n~e bias associated with · the incidental conditi.on, . 
' 
since; ·in a subsequent experi,ment, we have found that the degree. of 
overestimation depends _on t~e ~ ot orienting __ instruction used . .. With 
I • ' I 
. _.? 
a .rating task similar to the one _ used here,. where the subjects judged the 
' ' . 
goodness ·of the words .. instead of strength, the present findings were 
replicated almo1:1t exactly. On the either . harid, a nons·emant;ic orienting task 
which required proG-essing o f the individual letters C?f each word gave 
results comparable to those obtained · with nonspecific instructions here .. ,, ' 
. . 
. .. 
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Interestingly, a group instructed . to find a rhyme for each pres~ted word . 
performed very much li;ke the r~ting gro~p' on the frequency judgement test. 
' Thus we prefer· to believe that the results obtained for the incidental 
. ,' . . ' . 
group •in the present eJq>eriment are not due to an overall tendency to give . 
'~'-
higher judgements·. Rather, judging from the later experiment, the over-
estimation of frequency seem.& to · depend to some extent on the 'level of 
I 
processing primed by the orienting task, in the sense .us~d by Craik and 
"Lockhart (~972) •. 
• . ~·inally, - the _re_sul ts are relevant to the 
. 
of the spo~Jcing effe~t, at least insofar as ~t applies to the frequency 
I 
judg~ent task,- - H:fntzman, in his 1973 review paper, distinguished between 
t:-wo classes o.f explanation: Those which depend . on.,.voluntary' explanations 
attrib~te the- effect to such -things as differential rehear_sal of, o.r · 
differ_en_tial attending to, or differences in the variabiliJ:y' of encoding __ 
. 
for, items which occur at low~· high levels ·of spacing. Involuntaty_ 
expla:'lations stres-s the importance of consolidation and ha,bituati.~n· 
proce_sses. I vi.ll not. discuss any of .these in detail~ b,.l·c it should be · 
obvious that our ·1'7sults favour the ~luntary type of e.xplanat:tori. 
The subje<7ts in the i'llcidenta1 group bad_ no reason to - ~reat the items 
. . . 
~epeated aft-er a s~ort in~erval ~y diff~ren~ly f~~ the. ~e8 whic~ had. 
a larger _spacing, .'yet fot .onl.y was there a spacing effect :in this 
& 
condition, but it was enhanced compared to the conditions Where a 
-subsequent test was expected. 
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CONDITION J: (EVkLUATION) 
• \ . . . . :' . . : .' .· . . ·. . q· .- . 
You- ·have a de'e.~ of ·cards with some. words pr.inteci on 
. . . 
I ' ·want .you to · g:o._1throU:gh the cards · one at a time and 
. ·, . . \ 
. . . ... . ' . . . . , · .. 
in,c}icate on the · answ,~r _ she·et-.your 1~pressi<;>J?. of h_ow "good" 
each· . word is.· For ~x~ple, 'the word "movie" usually i~lies · 
I• 
. , . \ 
. a f.air degree of "goodnes·s" for most persons ' b~cause · they 
. . ~ ': . . .. . . . . 
associate it with .enjoyable .activiiy. Ori t~e other h~nd 
the· WOJ;"d "exam" impl.ies a fair degree of . "badness·~ because 
people ge~erally associate it with hard work, stre ss; anxiety,~ . 
etc.' 
. •' 
Indicate ··your · feelings of . "goodness" · by . wri u>ing a \ -
• • I ' , .I , 
:number _,from · 1 to. '7 .opposi.te. the number of the word .- The 
• , ' N , 
·. 
number 11·1 11 indicateS 11 Very 'bad II and the number 11 7 11 indiCateS , 
. - .. . . . . . 
~ · · I . I 
. ·: 
"v~ry goo~" with nu~ber "4" i~dicating ne~tial : f~~lings ~. 
· - ~_ i_.e. ' .. ... s<;;>:-so"~ .... ~-~ g~ne~aL, th~ .strong.er your feelings of 
~ . . . 
goodness impli.ed by ;a word, the h~gher· will be the nl:lffiber . 
you use • 
. .. 
Y,ou are to go thro:ugh the pack,. one card at a t-i~e, 
· i n tiin·e to the met~onome. We ~re :interested · i n immedi ate ·. 
' 
impression,s so -db not_ lin?er ·aver ·any one wore\ 'but keep in 
time :to .' the 11 bleeps.... . ·Some of the words ·occur more than 
once but still gi:ve a · number to· every occurr-~nce of every 
w0rd. (Note that on- t he second p~ge of the answer sheet . you 
• • . . • I 
have ~~ ·wri:te_ your j 1Mdgments to the· .lef t .of the· w6_r.;,d number~) 
. r · 
• ' •l • - ~ • 
·: 
. t 
·-
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-
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. -: CONDITION II . (CODING) 
' ·. 
._ . t 
, . . I 
· .Yo'U -have a deck of cards 'w{th . some words printed' on 
them. I want yoh .~o ~o throug~ the cards . o~~. at a tim~ in . 
' ... ' . ( ' -, . .. . 
time 'to the metronome. · and 'decode t'he .vowels as fol _lows :··. a 
. . . 
1; e = 2; i = 3; o = 2; u = l. . (I suggest that yqu write 
these - ~alues at the top of e~ch 
·· ·letters ar-e to be . ignored·. · \ 
~nsw~r sh~et.) . All oth~t 
. ~ . 
For ~xample, · the wor~ "movie" ·would equal 7 .· (2+3+2):, · 
~nd the ·word · "exam" ~ould;-equal :3 .(2+1). 
. . 
To~egin with you may find that you are rather slo~. 
.Do riot ·worry about this; your speed will increase ra,pidly. 
\_ 
. ' . ., 
-·. 'It. is very important that you keep' in time with th~ · metro- . -· 
. • \ t 
.. . 
. . 
nome. If you have not f .inj,shed with . a word in the allotted · 
- .... 
. . 
time, turn over to the ·next card. There . a;,-e ·many words fro_m 
which we ·cari obtain data. and a · few J:?liui.ks- near ' the beginning 
wil:l not mattef. 
. -
Some o .f the 'words occur · more· than once but · 
.  :-.... 
. I still- want . . you· to g i ve ·.a n~mber to every occurrence of · 
eve ry word . : 
· . . · (Note that on the se'cond page of the answer sheet . 
you have to write the values to ~he left of the word ~umber.) · 
• ':> -
. , . 
. , , .. , . 
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(RHYMING).· 
\ 
. 6 4. 
0 ' 
' \ . 
-· 
. -.. ~ 
You have a deck of cards with some words printed. on 
them. 
' I 
I ~ante you .to go through the cards, one at a time, 
. I 
in time to. th~ ~etronome . and write on the ahswe'r sheet .a : word 
., . 
which rhymes with the word on the card. For example, -a rhyme 
for th~· word "movie"' ·might be ·~groovy" and for ·the word . .1 · 
. "exam" might be -''ham".· The rhymes are. to. b~ wri.tten~~-<?site 
the appropriate w;:o ~~mb~r on the answer shee~: (Note that 
on ·the s~con~ pag rif th~ ·ari~wer sheet you h~ve to write to 
. . ' ! 
. . 
the ~eft 9f the word numbers.) 
Fot s?me of : ~hes~~~ords, . it. will. be difficult to 
. ' 
think of a rhyine. If you cannot think ' of a rhy·me.by .the time 
' 
. ~; . . 
the metron?ine ··"bleepsn ~ turn over to the next card. It is." · · 
important tha.t you keep .iri ' time with the metronom!f. 
turn over the cards too soon or too late.) 
(Do not 
,. 
Some pf the words occur more than once but I ·still 
want you to write a rhYJ:Ile · f?r ev~_ry occurrence of every ·.~ord. 
•vou may use the same · ~hyme . Ior· every occu~rence if you wish. 
. . 
way,- the rh~e·s inay be. prop'e~nouns if ¥OU 
.. ' . '' . 
wish·, e.g. , th~~ names( of .. people, 
I \ • 
, . r•5··· 
·ab.out spelling.) ·; l•~ { '"" 
' V • " - · 
places, . e'tc. Do not worry 
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~ . 
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